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ABSTRACT
The present work focuses on developing a holistic understanding of flow and dispersion in 
urban environments. Toward this end, ideas are drawn from the fields of physical modeling, 
inverse modeling, and optimization in urban fluid dynamics. The physical modeling part 
of the dissertation investigates flow in the vicinity of tall buildings using wind tunnel two­
dimensional particle image velocimetry (PIV ) measurements. The data obtained have been 
used to evaluate and improve urban wind and dispersion models. In the inverse modeling 
part of the dissertation, an event reconstruction tool is developed to quickly and accurately 
characterize the source parameters of chemical /  biological /  radiological (CBR) agents 
released into the atmosphere in an urban domain. Event reconstruction is performed using 
concentration measurements obtained from a distributed sensor network in the city, where 
the spatial coordinates of the sensors are known a priori. Source characterization comprises 
retrieving several source parameters including the spatial coordinates of the source, the 
source strength, the wind speed, and wind direction at the source, etc. The Gaussian plume 
model is adopted as the forward model, and derivative-based optimization is chosen to take 
advantage of its simple analytical nature. The solution technique developed is independent 
of the forward model used and is comprised of stochastic search with regularized gradient 
optimization.
The final part of the dissertation is comprised of urban form optimization. The problem 
of identification of urban forms tha t result in the best environmental conditions is referred to 
as the urban form optimization problem (UFOP). The decision variables optimized include 
the spatial locations and the physical dimensions of the buildings and the wind speed and 
wind direction over the domain of interest. For the UFOP, the quick urban and industrial 
complex (QUIC) dispersion model is used as the forward model. The UFOP is cast as a 
single optimization problem, and simulated annealing and genetic algorithms are used in 
the solution procedure.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
A significant fraction of the world’s population lives in urban areas. In the coming 
years, continual migration to urban areas will only see the fraction of urban populace 
increase. Since cities are regions of intense activity and are the dominant consumers of 
resources and major producers of waste, urbanization introduces an array of environmental 
challenges including those related to air quality. As urban density increases, accidental or 
deliberate release of contaminants in or close to urban centers can result in catastrophic 
consequences. One such event was recently witnessed with the Fukushima Daiichi nu­
clear reactor in Japan, with the reactor spewing dangerous radiation into the atmosphere. 
Countering such situations requires at the very minimum (1) design of sustainable and 
resilient cities-cities tha t can resist unknown and variable loadings over a diverse set of 
environmental conditions, (2) continuous monitoring of hazardous contaminants in an urban 
area, (3) event reconstruction (inversion) tools to characterize sources of contaminants if 
detected, (4) high-fidelity forward prediction capability, and (5) a good understanding of 
flow and dispersion in urban environments. The present work participates in the endeavor 
to create safe, sustainable, and resilient cities through the development of the following 
tools, techniques, and investigations (1) an atmospheric event reconstruction tool, (2) an 
urban form optimization tool, and (3) wind tunnel experiments that shed light on the 
mechanisms tha t drive transport of contaminants in the vicinity of tall buildings, which 
form an important part of urban downtowns.
The objective of the current work is to develop a holistic understanding of flow and 
dispersion in urban environments. The objective is approached by posing three specific 
questions:
1. How do tall buildings affect the street level flow patterns in urban areas?
2. Can efficient and robust atmospheric event reconstruction tools be developed that 
can quickly and accurately characterize the sources of contaminants released into the 
atmosphere in urban domains?
23. Can a decision-making tool for urban form optimization be developed to serve as a 
boundary object linking science and policy in coupled human-ecological systems?
In the following chapters, the above-mentioned questions are systematically addressed. 
The influence of tall buildings on urban street canyon flow is investigated through wind 
tunnel two-dimensional particle image velocimetry (PIV ) measurements around idealized 
urban configurations. The results of the experiments conducted are discussed in Chapters 
2 and 3. Question 2 is addressed by examining the three principal components of a source 
inversion tool. The three components are (1) the forward prediction model, (2) the objective 
function formulation, and (3) the optimization method. The effect of judicious choices for 
these components on the overall efficiency and accuracy of event reconstruction is discussed 
in Chapter 4. An urban form optimization tool serves to either help design from scratch 
cities tha t are environmentally sustainable or modify existing designs so that they eventually 
become environmentally sustainable. These aspects, along with the fundamental ideas 
behind single objective optimization techniques, are discussed in Chapter 5.
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A b strac t A  step-up street canyon is a characteristic urban elem ent composed of two build­
ings in which the height of the upwind building (Hu) is less than the height of the down­
wind building (Hd). Here, the effect of canyon geometry on the flow structure in isolated 
step-up street canyons is investigated through isothermal wind-tunnel measurements. The 
measurements were acquired along the vertical symmetry plane of model buildings using 
two-dimensional particle image velocimetry (PIV) for normal approach flow. The building- 
height ratios considered were: H d/H u «  3, and H d/H u «  1.67. For each building-height 
ratio, the along-wind lengths (L) of the upwind and downwind buildings, and the street- 
canyon width (S) were kept constant, with L  «  S. The cross-wind widths (W) of the upwind 
and downwind buildings were varied uniformly from W / S  «  1 through W / S  «  4, in incre­
ments o f W / S  «  1. The objective of the work was to characterize the changes in the flow 
structure in step-up canyons as a function of W /S, for fixed L, S, and Hd/ Hu values. The 
results indicate that the in-canyon flow structure does not vary significantly for H d /H u «  3 
for the W/S  values considered. Qualitatively, for Hd/ Hu «  3, the upwind building behaves 
as an obstacle in the upwind cavity of the downwind building. In contrast, the flow patterns 
observed for the Hd /  Hu «  1.67 configurations are unique and counter-intuitive, and depend 
strongly on building width (W/S). For W / S  «  1 and W / S  «  2, the effect o f lateral flow 
into the canyon is so prom inent that even the mean flow patterns are highly ambiguous. For 
W / S  «  3 and 4, the flow along the vertical symmetry plane is m ore shielded from the lateral 
flow, and hence a stable counter-rotating vortex pair is observed in the canyon. In addition to 
these qualitative features, a quantitative analysis of the mean flow field and turbulence stress 
field is presented.
K eyw ords Particle image velocimetry • Reynolds stresses • Street canyon • Urban fluid 
mechanics • W ind tunnel
B. Addepalli • E. R. Pardyjak ( )
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1 In troduc tion
Concern over accidental or deliberate releases of contaminants has been a major driving 
force toward improved understanding of flow and dispersion in urban areas during the last 
decade. Field experiments such as URBAN 2000 (Allwine et al. 2002) in Salt Lake City, 
U.S.A., Joint Urban 2003 (Allwine and Flaherty 2006a) in Oklahoma City, U.S.A., DAPPLE 
(Wood et al. 2009) in London, U.K., as well as the MID05 (Allwine and Flaherty 2007) 
and MSG05 (A llw ine and Flaherty 2006b) both in New York City, U.S.A., were conducted 
to study the flow and dispersion characteristics in highly built-up downtowns. Numerous 
empirical models (Panofsky and Dutton 1983; Turner 1994; Beychok 2005), diagnostic tools 
(Hendricks et al. 2004; Singh et al. 2008), and computational fluid dynamics (CFD) codes 
(Camelli et al. 2004; Hanna et al. 2004; Coirier and Kim 2006; Chan and Leach 2007) have 
been developed and are used to predict dispersion patterns in urban areas. Evaluation of these 
empirical models (Hanna and Baja 2009), diagnostic tools (Hendricks et al. 2004; Singh et al. 
2008), and CFD codes (Camelli et al. 2004; Hanna et al. 2004; Coirier and Kim 2006; Hanna 
et al. 2006; Chan and Leach 2007) using field experimental data illustrated the complex nature 
of urban street-canyon flows, which makes modelling such processes extremely challenging. 
The complex nature of urban flows is due to the combined effects of, inter alia, meandering 
winds, diverse building geometries, complex surface energy balances, vegetative canopies, 
acting in unison. W ind-tunnel modelling provides a way to systematically control and vary 
several of these effects in simplified urban configurations. In the present work, the functional 
relationship between street-canyon geometry and the flow structure within step-up street 
canyons is investigated through wind-tunnel experiments.
A  step-up street canyon is defined as a street canyon in which the upwind building height 
(Hu) is less than the downwind building height (Hd) (i.e., Hu < Hd).The presence of tall 
buildings in a cluster of relatively shorter buildings (typical o f many downtowns) results in the 
formation o f step-up canyons. Step-up canyons cause strong downdrafts in the vicinity of the 
buildings forming the canyon (Coirier and Kim 2006). The enhanced vertical motions due to 
step-up canyons affect the flow and dispersion patterns in urban areas in the following ways: 
(1) strong downdrafts can amplify the in-canyon instantaneous peak concentration levels due 
to advection of contaminants originating upwind of the canyon, (2) strong downdrafts help 
in the overall ventilation of pollutants from urban areas due to enhanced mixing (induced by 
the downdrafts), (3) strong downdrafts, which penetrate to the surface (Nelson et al. 2007), 
also help in dispersing street-level pollutants due to vehicle induced emissions, and (4) strong 
downdrafts adversely affect the pedestrian wind comfort in urban areas. To better understand 
the mechanisms that drive pollutant transport in step-up canyons, in the present work the flow 
structure in idealized isolated two-building step-up canyons is examined using wind-tunnel 
two-dimensional (2D) particle im age velocimetry (PIV) measurements.
Given the importance attached to understanding step-up street-canyon flows, several 
researchers have studied flow and dispersion patterns in idealized step-up configurations using 
numerical simulations and wind-tunnel experiments. Assimakopoulos et al. (2003) simulated 
the dispersion of emissions from vehicle exhausts in step-up canyons within a built-up 2D 
urban environment. The simulations were performed using a Reynolds-averaged microscale 
model. Two step-up geometries were considered. In the first configuration, the ratio of the 
downwind (Hd) to the upwind (Hu) building height was H d /Hu =  2, with the along-wind 
length (L) of the buildings being L  =  Hd, and the street-canyon width (S) being S =  Hd. 
The second configuration considered was Hd/ Hu =  2, L  =  Hd, S  =  Hd/2 . Through their 
numerical experiments, Assimakopoulos et al. (2003) found that step-up canyons were char­
acterized by a large distorted primary street-canyon vortex. In their results, the core of the
1  Springer
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primary vortex was above the upwind building rooftop, skewed towards the downwind build­
ing, and extending beyond the stagnation point on the downwind building. In terms of dis­
persion, they did not find significant differences in concentration levels in step-up canyons 
in comparison to square canyons. Yang et al. (2007) investigated the dispersion of chlorine 
gas released upwind of an isolated step-up canyon using a fire dynamics simulator (FDS), a 
2D large-eddy simulation (LES) model. The step-up configuration that they considered was 
H d /H u =  2, L  =  Hd/2 , S =  Hd/2 . Their results indicate higher concentration levels in 
step-up canyons in comparison to square canyons. In terms of the wind field, the observed 
street-canyon vortex was m ore symmetric (in comparison to that reported by Assimakopou- 
los et al. (2003)), and did not extend beyond the upwind building rooftop. X ie et al. (2005) 
studied the dispersion characteristics of vehicle-induced emissions in a 2D computational 
urban setting comprising four buildings, with different building permutations resulting in 
step-up and step-down canyons. The step-up canyon that they studied had the geometry 
H d/H u =  1.5, L  =  Hu, S =  Hu. The velocity and concentration fields were computed 
by numerically solving the Reynolds-averaged equations. Their results follow closely Yang 
et al. (2007), wherein higher pollutant concentrations were observed in step-up canyons (in 
comparison to square canyons), and the street-canyon vortex was symmetric. Santiago and 
M artin (2005) described the flow features in sequences of 2D asymmetric step-up canyons 
using the CFD software FLUENT. Their computations included step-up geometries where 
H d /Hu =  1.5, L  =  Hd/3 , with S / H u =  0.25, 0.5 and unity respectively. Their work sug­
gests that the number of vortices in a step-up street canyon is a function of the building-height 
ratio and the street-canyon width.
Previous literature contains few wind-tunnel data for step-up canyons. Soulhac et al. 
(2001) investigated pollutant transport in 2D step-up cavities using a combination of 3D laser 
D oppler anemometry and flame ionization detection. The step-up canyon that they considered 
had Hd/ Hu =  2, L  =  Hu, S =  Hu. They found that peak concentrations were similar in 
square and step-up canyons, with peak concentrations occurring near the upwind face of 
the cavity. Only Hoydysh and Dabberdt (1988) have considered the full 3D step-up canyon 
configuration, where they used H d /Hu =  1.5, L / Hu =  8, W / Hu «  2.67, S / Hu «  1.33 
(where W  is the width of the buildings). Though extremely informative, their concentration 
measurements in the canyon suffer from poor spatial resolution, and they only diagnosed the 
circulation patterns in the canyon using bubble tracers.
In terms of general street-canyon flows, Hussain and Lee (1980) first proposed the well- 
known flow regime classification for pairs o f cubical buildings resulting in street canyons of 
varying canyon widths (S ). Based on wind-tunnel experiments, it was proposed that the flow 
regime in the canyon is a function of the aspect ratio (H/S) of the street-canyon configuration. 
Three flow regimes: isolated roughness flow, wake interference, and skimming flow  were 
identified for different H /S  values. These flow regimes have been verified previously through 
wind-tunnel and field experiments, as well as numerical simulations (Hotchkiss and Harlow 
1973; DePaul and Sheih 1986; Oke 1987, 1988; Hunter et al. 1990; Sini 1996; Kim and 
Baik 1999; Baik et al. 2000; Chang 2001, 2003; Xueling and Fei 2005; Jiang et al. 2007; 
Salizzoni et al. 2009). From these studies, it is evident that the flow regimes in a street canyon 
are a function of the interaction of the wakes o f the upwind and downwind buildings, and 
hence this classification has been extended beyond cubical buildings. For example, Baik et al. 
(2000) observed flow patterns in deep canyons where the number of street-canyon vortices is 
a function of the building heights. Ohba (1998) and Addepalli and Pardyjak (2007) reported 
on flow fields in step-down canyons, where the circulation in the canyon was largely driven by 
the taller upwind building. The new flow patterns, though not formally classified as regimes, 
as with the previous counterparts (Hussain and Lee 1980), are a function of the degree of the
1  Springer
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interaction of the wakes of the buildings forming the canyon. Since real-world downtown 
areas are rarely comprised of cubical buildings, a qualitative classification of flow patterns in 
simple two building street canyons comprising tall buildings can help understand flow fields 
in more complex urban settings.
Based on the above-mentioned studies, it is evident that no work to date has reported high- 
resolution wind-tunnel measurements in idealized step-up canyons that include the effects 
of spanwise (lateral) flow into the canyon (although Kastner-Klein et al. (2004) report on 
lateral inflow into idealized canyons of different spanwise widths and roof shapes). Also, 
none o f the aforementioned work focuses exclusively on isolated step-up canyons. High 
spatial resolution wind-tunnel data for isolated street canyons can help extend the existing 
flow regime classifications, and can be used in the development of parametrizations for fast 
response and empirical flow models, and in the validation of CFD codes. The current work 
therefore aspires to contribute to the existing knowledge of flow in urban environments.
2 E xperim en ta l D etails
The experiments were performed at the environmental fluid dynamics (EFD) laboratory at 
the University of Utah, at an atmospheric pressure of approximately 86.5 kPa, temperature 
of 21.5 °C, in a 7.9-m long boundary-layer wind-tunnel facility (shown in Fig. 1), with a 
cross-section of 0.61 m x  0.91 m. LEGO® sheets with circular dimples of height 2 mm lined 
the floor of the tunnel and were used to produce a uniform rough-walled turbulent flow. All 
of the experiments were run at a mean streamwise freestream velocity of u m & 5 m  s- 1 . 
The corresponding mean streamwise velocity at the downwind building height (Hd) in the 
boundary layer (without the buildings) was UHd & 4 .32m  s- 1 . The boundary-layer depth (S) 
and power-law exponent (n) at the m easurem ent location were S & 240 mm (S/H d & 2.5) 
and n & 0.21. The aerodynamic roughness length (zo) and the friction velocity (u*) were 
Zo & 0 .15 mm and u* & 0.26 m s - 1 . The Reynolds number based on the downwind building 
height( ReHd)(ReH d =  UHd H d /v )w as ReHd & 27, 648, and the roughness Reynolds number 
(R eZ0) (Rez0 =  u*zq/ v ) was Rez0 & 2.6.
Two different street-canyon configurations with building-height ratios o f H d /H u & 3 and 
H d/H u & 1.67 were considered for the present set of experiments. For each configuration, the 
cross-wind widths of the upwind and downwind buildings were simultaneously varied. The 
street-canyon width (S) and the along-wind building lengths (L) were kept constant for these 
experiments, with L  & S. The cross-wind widths were varied uniformly from W  & 1S to 
W  & 4S, in increments o f 1S. This resulted in four cases for each configuration (fixed H d/H u 
value), and a total of eight experiments were conducted. Definitions of critical dimensions 
are given in Fig. 2 . Also shown in Fig. 2 is the region in the vertical symmetry plane where 
the measurements were acquired.
The physical dimensions of the building models in the first configuration (Hd /  Hu & 3) 
were, L  & S & 32 mm, Hu & 32 mm, Hd & 96 mm, and W / S & 1, 2, 3, 4 respectively. The 
physical dimensions of the building models in the second configuration (H d/H u & 1.67) 
were, L  & S & 32 mm, Hu & 57.6 mm, Hd & 96 mm, and W / S & 1, 2, 3, 4 respectively.
Based on the value of S/Hd & 2.5, it should be noted that the configurations considered 
in the current work correspond to tall building urban-street canyons. The blockage effects 
due to the presence of the buildings in the wind tunnel were characterized through velocity 
measurements using pitot-static probes, and were not found to be significant. The pressure 
gradient induced along the tunnel centreline in the measurement section due to the presence
1  Springer
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Fig. 1 Schematic of the wind tunnel used to conduct experiments in the present study (figure not to scale)
Fig. 2 Schematic showing the various terms used to define a step-up canyon (figure not to scale)
of the buildings was ^ 2 .5  P am - 1 . The relative increase in the tunnel centreline velocity due 
to the presence of the buildings was ^ 2 .5  %.
Since step-up street canyons have different (and unique) flow features when compared to 
square or deep canyons, some of the flow regions o f interest in step-up canyons are defined 
in Fig. 3b. The results obtained from the experiments, which will be discussed in Sect. 4 , will
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Fig. 3 Schematic defining the various flow regions in, a the vicinity of an isolated tall building, b a step-up 
canyon
use the terminology defined in Fig. 3b. In Fig. 3a, two prominent flow regions in the flow 
over an isolated building are identified. The regions are the upwind cavity region and the 
rooftop recirculation region. A  step-up canyon is formed when a building is placed upwind 
of the building in Fig. 3a, such that its height is less than the downwind building height, as 
shown in Fig. 3b. In step-up canyons, the term in-canyon is used to define the region between 
the upwind and downwind buildings starting from the ground up to the height of the upwind 
building rooftop. The interaction region corresponds to the region above the in-canyon region, 
comprising part of the upwind building rooftop cavity, and below the stagnation point on the 
downwind building. The rationale behind defining an interaction region is based on the 
premise that the flow in the vicinity of the upwind building is influenced by the downwind 
building’s upwind cavity, and the flow in the vicinity of the downwind building is affected by 
the presence of the upwind building. The term rooftop corresponds to the rooftop recirculation 
regions that might form either on the upwind or downwind buildings. The above-canyon 
region is defined as the region that does not include any of the aforementioned regions 
(in-canyon +  interaction region +  rooftop).
In the experiments conducted, two-dimensional (2D) particle image velocimetry (PIV) 
was used as the measurement technique. The measurements were taken along the vertical 
symmetry plane (x-z  plane) of the model buildings (shown in Fig. 2). The flow was seeded 
with olive oil particles having a mean diameter of approximately 0.45 |xm, generated using 
two Laskin nozzles. According to Melling (1997) these particles should be approximately 
non-inertial and non-buoyant. The aerosols were illuminated with a 532-nm wavelength laser 
sheet (1.5 mm thick), generated using a 50 mJ NewWave Research (Fremont, CA) Solo PIV 
III Nd-Yag laser. A 4.0 MP (2,048 x  2,048 pixels) CCD camera manufactured by TSI Inc. 
(Shoreview, MN) having a frame rate of 17 frames per second (fps) was used in conjunction 
with a frame grabber for image acquisition. The image acquisition rate was set to 2 fps.
Springer
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A LASERPULSE synchronizer was used to control the timing between the laser pulses 
and the camera shutter open time through a PC desktop computer. Analysis of the acquired 
image pairs was done using TSIIN SIG HT3G  analysis software. Fast Fourier transform (FFT) 
based cross-correlation analysis was performed on the conditioned image pairs by dividing 
them into 32 x  32 pixel interrogation regions. One thousand image pairs were considered 
for computing the average velocity and turbulence fields. The spatial resolution of the final 
datasets obtained was «1 .05  mm.
3 V alidation E xperim ents
One thousand im age pairs were deduced to be sufficient for computing the various mean and 
turbulence statistics by first running the Hd/ Hu «  3, W / S  «  1 test case, and plotting the 
cumulative moving average (CMA) of the various statistics at different spatial locations in 
the domain. Additionally, the PIV system was also tested and validated using the hot-wire 
data of Snyder and Lawson (1994) (hereafter SL94). PIV data were acquired for all the SL94 
configurations for normal approach flow. However, for conciseness, only the results for an 
isolated tall building with H / L  «  3, W  «  L  are presented.
Figure 4 shows the inflow velocity and turbulence intensity profiles obtained using 2D 
PIV. The PIV profiles have been plotted against SL94 inflow data. In Fig. 4 , u represents the 
mean streamwise velocity, uh  is the mean streamwise velocity at the building height (H ) in 
the boundary layer without the buildings, and au (z) and o w (z) are the streamwise and vertical 
velocity standard deviations at elevation z. Figure 4b, c shows that the turbulence intensity in 
the approach flow of SL94 is higher than that observed in the PIV data. The differences in the 
inflow turbulence intensities could be due to the differences in the boundary-layer generating 
mechanisms between SL94 and the current work. In SL94, the boundary layer was generated 
using ‘spires’ and wind-tunnel floor roughness, whereas in the present work, only Lego sheets 
as floor roughness were used. Figure 4d shows the comparison between 2D PIV and SL94 
data along the vertical symmetry plane (x -z  plane) in the wake of a tall building (H / L  «  3, 
W  «  L ). The velocity vectors in the figure were scaled by the streamwise velocity at the 
building height («h). Also, high spatial resolution 2D PIV measurements were fit to the 
sparse SL94 grid (locations where measurements were acquired) for comparison. Figure 4d 
shows that the wake structure predicted by the hot-wire and PIV data agree reasonably well 
(« 1 4 %  difference between the mean velocities m easured using the two techniques). M inor 
differences can be observed in terms of the lengths of the near-wake region. One possible 
explanation for this discrepancy could be the higher inflow turbulence intensity associated 
with the SL94 case, leading to slightly smaller recirculation regions compared to the PIV 
experiments.
Based on the SL94 test cases used for validation, it was concluded that the 2D PIV system 
was performing satisfactorily in computing the velocity fields in the vicinity o f the model 
buildings. Hence, with this acquired confidence in measurements, data were taken for the 
various configurations described in Sect. 2 .
4 R esults and  D iscussion
4.1 Mean Vertical Velocity Behaviour
In this section, mean flow patterns in step-up canyons for the configurations H d/H u «  3 and 
H d/H u «  1.67 are discussed.
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Fig. 4 Comparison of 2D PIV and (Snyder and Lawson 1994) hot-wire data for an isolated tall building 
(H/L  ^  3;W ^  L). Frames show comparison of the mean, a inflow streamwise velocity, b inflow streamwise 
turbulence intensity, c inflow vertical turbulence intensity, and d velocity vectors in the building wake. Note 
that the velocity vectors in d have been scaled by uh
4.1.1 Canyon Configurations: H d /H u «  3, W/S «  1 to 4
Figure 5 shows mean vertical velocity (w) contours and streamline patterns for all four 
test cases. From the figure, one can observe that the flow structure in step-up canyons is 
fundamentally different from the classical skimming flow  regime (Hussain and Lee 1980) 
observed in square canyons (with S =  H ). In the skimming flow  regime, the flow separating 
from the upwind building rooftop and sidewalls skims over the top and the side surfaces of 
the canyon (the volume between the buildings), in a m anner similar to a lid driven cavity flow. 
Due to the interm ittent nature of turbulent flows (which results in the flapping  of the shear 
layers separating from the upwind building), the degree of penetration of the rooftop and 
sidewall flows into the canyon varies. In comparison to the skimming flow  regime, the flow 
structure observed in step-up canyons is due to the combination of the flow separating over 
and around the upwind building, as well as the strong vertical motions induced in the upwind 
cavity of the downwind building (since for the cases considered, the upwind building is below 
the stagnation line of the downwind building). In the step-up canyons considered, since the 
flow separating over the upwind building rooftop does not have an escape route directly
1 2 n
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x / S  x / S
Fig. 5 Contours of the normalized mean vertical velocity for the configuration Hd/ Hu & 3, a W/ S & 1,
b W/S  & 2, c W/S  & 3, and d W/S  & 4
over the downwind building rooftop, it is forced down (into the in-canyon region) by the 
vertical motions in the upwind cavity of the downwind building. Therefore, unlike the typical 
skimming flow regime, the vertical velocity components (downdrafts induced by the taller 
downwind building) in the interaction region play a significant role in determining the flow 
structure in the in-canyon region.
For the H d /H u values considered, the upwind building can be thought of as an obstacle 
in the upwind cavity of the downwind building. To corroborate this claim, the flow structure 
in the upwind region of isolated buildings with physical dimensions H / L  & 3, W / L  & 2, 
and H / L  & 3, W / L  & 3 is shown in Fig. 6 . It is apparent that the flow structure in the 
upwind cavity of isolated buildings, with the same physical dimensions as those in the step- 
up canyons considered (downwind building), is similar to that observed in step-up canyons. 
Placing a building upwind of the taller downwind building merely modifies the flow structure 
in the vicinity of the downwind building.
In Fig. 5 , as the building widths are increased from W / S & 1-4, a slight change in the in­
canyon flow structure (stronger updrafts, downdrafts, and the in-canyon vortex) is observed. 
The difference in the flow structure can be ascribed to the greater interaction between the 
rooftop and sidewall flows (over and around the upwind building) in the vertical symmetry 
plane at lower building widths. As the building widths are increased, the flow in the vertical 
symmetry plane is more shielded from the incoming flow from the upwind building sidewalls 
(sidewall shear layers), and hence a more persistent flow structure is observed at increasing 
building widths. In addition, there is also a marginal increase in downdraft strengths into the 
canyon with increasing building widths. The magnitudes of w rem ain about the same for the 
cases W / S & 2 through 4. The maximum mean vertical velocity in the in-canyon region for 
all cases is &65 % of uha, supporting the notion that step-up building structures cause high 
downdrafts in the canyon between the buildings.
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Fig. 6 Contours of the normalized mean vertical velocity for the configuration H/L k  3, a W/L k  2, and
b W/L  k  3
Changes in the above canyon, interaction region and downwind building rooftop flow 
patterns can be observed in terms of the changes in the curvature of the mean streamline 
patterns. As the building widths are increased, the separation angle at the downwind building 
windward edge and the size of the downwind building rooftop cavity increase. In fact, for 
W / S k  1, flow reattachm ent over the downwind building rooftop is observed, while at greater 
building widths, penetration of the downwind building wake flow into the downwind building 
rooftop cavity is observed. These changes can be attributed to the increased flow blockage due 
to an increase in building widths, resulting in greater flow acceleration around the buildings 
and thereby stronger wakes. Based on the mean streamline patterns, no conclusions can be 
m ade about the existence or non-existence of a rooftop cavity over the upwind building.
A s the building widths increase from W / S k  1 to 2, a secondary vortex is observed in 
the lowest third o f the canyon, close to the downwind building windward face. As with the 
primary vortex, the size and shape of the secondary vortex rem ains consistent for W / S k  2 
through 4. These conclusions were m ade by zooming-in on the secondary vortex, but are 
not presented here to aid conciseness. The formation of the secondary vortex can again be 
attributed to greater rooftop and sidewall flow interaction along the vertical symmetry plane 
at lower building widths, and greater shielding from the sidewall flow at increasing building 
widths. Substantial changes in the stagnation point heights on the downwind building are not 
observed as the building widths are increased.
4.1.2 Canyon Configurations: H d /H u k  1.67, W/S k  1 to 4
Figure 7 shows contours of w and mean streamline patterns for all four test cases. The results 
obtained for these cases are quite unique and have not been reported before in the street- 
canyon literature. For building width W / S  k  1, the mean streamline patterns suggest the 
simultaneous existence of two co-rotating vortices near the upwind building leeward face 
(in the in-canyon region). The primary vortex for this case is defined as the one closer to 
the upwind building rooftop. It is seen that the size of the primary co-rotating vortex in this 
case is much larger than the secondary co-rotating vortex. W hen the building widths are 
increased to W / S k  2, the dual co-rotating vortex pair continues to exist, but with a smaller 
primary vortex and a larger secondary vortex. As the building widths are further increased 
to W / S k  3 and W / S k  4, m ore stable flow patterns are observed in the in-canyon region. 
The flow patterns are characterized by a counter-rotating vortex pair. The primary vortex, in 
this case, is again defined as the vortex closer to the upwind building roof height, while the
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Fig.7 Contours of the normalized mean vertical velocity for the configuration Hd/Hu ^  1.67, a W /S  ^  1, 
b W/S  ^  2, c W/S  ^  3, and d W/S  ^  4
secondary vortex is near the downwind building windward face. The secondary vortex exists 
even for W / S  «  1, and its size increases as the building widths are increased. The unusual flow 
patterns observed along the vertical symmetry plane for the cases Hd/ Hu «  1.67, W / S  «  1 
to 4 can be attributed to the varying levels o f interaction between the rooftop and sidewall 
flows entraining flow into the in-canyon region. The Hd/ Hu «  1.67, W /S  «  1 configuration 
represents a street-canyon configuration comprising slender buildings. Consequently, the path 
of least resistance for the inflow is around sidewalls of the upwind and downwind buildings. 
Hence, there is greater interaction between the in-canyon flow and that entraining into the 
in-canyon region around the upwind building sidewalls. The flow patterns observed in the 
in-canyon region are a result of the interaction between the upwind building rooftop cavity, 
the shear layers separating from the upwind building trailing edge, the primary vortex, the 
downdrafts induced by the downwind building, the upwind building sidewall flow entraining 
into the vertical symmetry plane, and the secondary vortex. The effect of the sidewall flow 
into the canyon on the average flow structure is much greater at lower building widths. 
Therefore, less stable flow patterns are observed at lower building widths. Also, since at 
greater building widths the in-canyon flow is m ore shielded from the sidewall flow into the 
canyon, the formation of a secondary counter-rotating vortex in the lower leg of the canyon 
is observed.
To further investigate the interesting flow structures observed in the H d /Hu «  1.67 case, 
the instantaneous streamline patterns in the canyon are plotted and discussed in Sect. 4 .2 . 
To ensure that the flow patterns observed for W / S  «  1 are not a result of unconverged 
velocity statistics, frequency histograms of the instantaneous vertical velocities were plotted 
at two locations in the canyon close to the upwind building leeward face (and the cumulative 
moving average (CMA) was computed). The plots of the CMA are not shown for conciseness. 
The frequency histograms are shown in Fig. 8 . The coordinates of the locations where the 
histograms are plotted (and CM A values were computed) are, Fig. 8a: (x / S  «  0.25, z / S  ^
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Fig. 8 Comparison of the histogram of the standardized instantaneous vertical velocities against the standard 
normal density N (0,1) for Hd/Hu ^  1.67, W/S ^  1 at, a (x/S  ^  0.25, z/S  ^  0.5), b (x/S  ^  0.25,
z/S ^  1.5)
0.5), and Fig. 8b: (x / S  «  0.25, z / S  «  1.5). In the histograms, the instantaneous vertical 
velocities (w) at these locations were centralized and normalized (w n  = (w - w ) /  ow) to 
compare the histogram with the standard normal density (N(0,1) ). Figure 8 indicates that 
although the locations at which the histograms are plotted correspond to regions of highly 
interm ittent flow, the histograms resemble the normal density. Also, the CM A does not exhibit 
any unusual behaviour. This is surprising given that the intermittent nature of turbulent flows 
is usually ascribed to be the root cause for the deviation from normality of turbulent flow 
statistics.
Figure 7 indicates that, contrary to the H d /H u «  3 configurations, a well-defined rooftop 
cavity exists over the relatively taller upwind building. The rooftop cavity formation can 
be attributed to the increased flow acceleration (in comparison to Hd /  Hu «  3) as a result 
o f increased blockage. Also, since taller building rooftops are in regions of higher inflow 
velocities, this factor also contributes to the increased flow acceleration, and thereby the 
rooftop cavity formation. The rooftop cavity size increases from W / S  «  1 to W / S  «  2, 
and remains about the same at greater building widths. For W / S  «  1, flow reattachment 
over the downwind building rooftop is observed. For W / S  «  2 and W / S  «  3, penetration 
o f the downwind building rooftop cavity by the downwind building wake flow is seen. Also, 
the downwind building rooftop cavity size increases as the building widths increase from 
W / S  «  1 to W / S  «  4. All of these effects can again be attributed to increased velocities in 
the vicinity of buildings as a result of increased blockage. As for H d /H u «  3, no substantial 
change in the stagnation point height on the downwind building is observed for the reported 
cases. As the building widths are increased from W / S  «  1 to  W/ S  «  2, stronger downdrafts 
in the in-canyon region are observed. Though the magnitude o f the maximum downdrafts 
rem ains the same at increasing building widths, their locations differ. This is due to the 
formation of the secondary vortex at greater building widths. The maximum mean vertical 
velocity in the in-canyon region for all the cases is >65 % of «Hd- As the building widths 
are increased, the magnitude of the updrafts induced by the secondary (counter-rotating) 
vortex substantially increase, with the magnitudes of the updrafts induced by the primary 
and secondary vortices becoming almost equal.
4.2 The In-canyon Flow Structure
The results shown in Figs. 5 and 7 illustrate the importance of accounting for the mom en­
tum transport into the canyon in the lateral direction (x-y plane). Results from the 2D
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Table 1 The mean spanwise vorticity flux for Hd/Hu R 3, W/ S Ri 1 to 4
Hd/Hu R 3 W /S  R  1 W /S  R  2 W/S R 3 W /S  R 4
Ja ay dA (m2 s—1) 42.8 75.6 57.5 46.8
numerical simulations for step-up street canyons performed by Assimakopoulos et al. (2003); 
X ie et al. (2005); Santiago and M artin (2005) and Yang et al. (2007) show street-canyon vor­
tices w ith different geometrical features than those reported herein. Differences can be found 
in the shape of the street-canyon vortex, the locations of the vortex core, as well as the 
magnitudes of the downdrafts in the canyon. All the 2D numerical simulations predict a 
street-canyon vortex with its vortex core either at the centre of the in-canyon, or slightly 
displaced towards the downwind building. Also, these studies underpredict the magnitude 
o f the downdrafts near the downwind building windward face. The differences between the 
3D experimental and the 2D computational results can be ascribed to the ventilation of 
the incoming flow in the lateral direction (x-y plane) around the downwind building. The 
differences can also be understood from the viewpoint of mass conservation. Since the m ag­
nitudes o f the downdrafts are generally greater than the updrafts, in a 2D simulation, the 
area of the downdraft region (in the in-canyon region) should be smaller than the updraft 
region. This explains why the in-canyon vortex core occurs at either the canyon centre, or 
closer to the downwind building windward face in 2D simulations. The experimental data 
for 3D configurations indicate that the vortex core is closer to the upwind building lee­
ward face. This is possible only if  there is ventilation of the flow in the lateral direction 
to satisfy mass conservation (if not, there will be accumulation of mass in the downdraft 
region).
Examining the mean velocity field for step-up canyons with H d /H u R  3, it appears that 
for the street-canyon widths considered here, increasing the upwind and downwind building 
widths by the same factor does not result in a substantial change in the mean flow patterns in the 
canyon. However, changing the building widths does result in a change in the net circulation 
in the in-canyon region. Table 1 shows the mean spanwise vorticity flux (= JA a ydA;  where, 
=  d u /d  z — d w /d  x , andA  =  area of the in-canyon region) for the various cases. The data 
in Table 1 indicate that, as the building widths are increased from W / S R  1 to W / S R  2, the 
net circulation in the in-canyon region increases (the downdrafts in the in-canyon region are 
higher for W / S R  2 than for W / S R  1), and then decreases again; apparently, approaching 
the value for W / S R  1 at greater building widths.
The net circulation in the in-canyon region for Hd/ Hu R  1.67 is show n inT ab le2 . T able2 
shows that, similar to the previous case, the net circulation in the in-canyon region increases 
as the buildings widths are increased from W / S R  1 to W / S R  2, and decreases for greater 
building widths. The behaviour observed may be attributed to the changes in flow patterns for 
different building widths. A t greater building widths (W / S R  3 and W / S R  4), the formation 
o f the secondary vortices results in a decrease in the net circulation, as the vorticity fluxes 
in the primary and secondary vortices will be of the opposite sign. As the building widths 
are increased from W / S R  1 to W / S R  2, there is an increase in the downdrafts (stronger 
downdrafts) into the in-canyon region, as well as the formation of a m ore coherent in-canyon 
vortex, resulting in greater net circulation. Comparing the results in Table 1 to those in Table 2 , 
it is observed that the magnitudes of the circulations for the taller upwind building case are 
substantially larger. This is a result o f the substantially increased driving velocity at the top 
of the canyon for the taller upwind building case.
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Table 2 The mean spanwise vorticity flux for Hd/Hu k  1.67, W/ S ki 1 to 4
Hd/Hu k  1.67 W /S  k  1 W /S  k  2 W/S k  3 W /S  k  4
Ja ay dA (m2 s-1 ) 223.8 283.5 177.4 125.6
(a) 3.5
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Fig. 9 Instantaneous streamline patterns for Hd/Hu k  3, a W/ S k  1, b W/ S k  4
The instantaneous flow structure in urban street canyons can be very different from the 
mean flow structure due to the irregular velocity and pressure fluctuations induced by tur­
bulence. This salient feature of turbulent flows enhances transport of momentum, kinetic 
energy, and contaminants. In this section, the instantaneous flow patterns in the canyon are 
described to illustrate how flow structures not observed in the mean flow may be present in 
the instantaneous flow, and might affect the transport and dispersion of contaminants.
Figure 9 shows instantaneous streamline patterns for Hd/ Hu k  3, W / S k  1, 4. The 
snapshots were chosen to illustrate the salient (and sometimes counter-intuitive) features of 
step-up street-canyon flows. Figure 9 shows that in comparison to the mean flow, an upwind 
building rooftop cavity exists in the instantaneous flow. The cavity is quite prom inent for 
W / S k  4. For W / S k  1, a dual co-rotating vortex pair is observed in the in-canyon region 
close to the upwind building leeward face. This flow structure appears to be similar to the 
one observed in Hd/ Hu k  1.67, W / S k  1, 2. From the instantaneous flow, it is evident that 
the primary vortex (the vortex closer to the upwind building trailing edge) is a result of the 
shear layers separating from the upwind building being pushed into the in-canyon region by 
the strong downdrafts.
Figure 10 shows some instantaneous streamline patterns for H d /H u k  1.67, W / S k  1 
to 4. For W / S  k  1, two snapshots of the instantaneous flow are shown to illustrate the 
irregular nature of the instantaneous flow, and how it m ight affect the averaging process 
when computing the mean flow. For W / S k  1, it can be seen that in the instantaneous flow, 
the number of in canyon vortices vary. The number o f vortices can be conjectured to be a 
function of the characteristics o f the shear layer separating at the upwind building rooftop. 
For W / S k  2, the primary vortex is confined closer to the upwind building trailing edge. 
For W / S k  3, although a stable counter-rotating vortex pair is observed in the mean flow 
(Fig. 7), instantaneously, the entire in-canyon region can be occupied by a single vortex. For 
W / S k  4, the instantaneous flow reveals that the secondary counter-rotating vortex can even 
be larger than the primary vortex.
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Fig. 10 Instantaneous streamline patterns for Hd/Hu ^  1.67, a W/S ^  1, b W/S ^  1, c W/S ^  2, 
d W/S  ^  3, e W/S  ^  4
4.3 Reynolds-Stress Distribution
The Reynolds stress is the contribution of turbulent motion to the mean stress tensor in the 
Reynolds-averaged N avier-Stokes equations, and is given by, Tij =  —p u iu j  (Tennekes and
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Fig. 11 For Hd/ Hu ^  3, W/S ^  2, contours of normalized, a streamwise velocity variance, b vertical 
velocity variance, c mean Reynolds shear stress, d mean turbulent kinetic energy
Lumley 1972). It represents the average flux of /-m om entum  along the /-direction and vice 
versa (Kundu and Cohen 2007). Since the data acquired for the present work are 2D, four of 
the nine components of the Reynolds stress tensor w ere computed. In the following section, 
the normal stresses (u '2, w '2), turbulent kinetic energy (tke =  [u'2 +  w'2]/2 ), and Reynolds 
shear stress u'w '  are discussed.
Measurements were m ade for the configurations: H d /H u «  3, W / S  «  1 to 4. However, 
for conciseness, only representative contours of normalized Reynolds stresses and tke  for 
H d /Hu «  3, W / S  «  2 are presented. Figure 11 indicates that large values of Reynolds 
stresses occur in the vicinity o f the buildings. Specifically, large values are observed in 
the upwind and downwind building rooftop cavities and in the in-canyon region. Negative 
values of the Reynolds shear stress in the upwind and downwind building rooftop cavities 
are indicative of a net downward flux of streamwise momentum in these regions. There 
is also an apparent advection of Reynolds stress from the upstream rooftop recirculation 
region down into the in-canyon region. In the above-canyon region, small and negative 
values of the Reynolds shear stress are observed. The behaviour of the Reynolds shear stress 
in this region is similar to that observed in a typical boundary layer with positive mean 
shear (9u /d z  > 0). Since in the above-canyon region d u /d z  > 0, there is transfer of 
x-momentum in the negative z-direction (resulting in negative u 'w '), as turbulence tends to 
diffuse the gradients. Relatively large positive values of Reynolds shear stress are observed 
in the in-canyon region suggesting either a net upward flux of horizontal momentum, or a 
net streamwise flux of vertical momentum. Positive, but relatively small, values of Reynolds 
shear stresses in street canyons were previously reported by Rotach (1993) through field 
experiments, by Kastner-Klein and Rotach (2004) through wind-tunnel studies, and by Kanda 
et al. (2004) and Gowardhan et al. (2007) through numerical simulations. In comparison to
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the skimming flow regime (Gowardhan et al. 2007), relatively large positive Reynolds shear 
stresses occur in the in-canyon region of step-up canyons with Hd/ Hu «  3. The positive 
Reynolds shear stresses observed are a result of the recirculating flow in the in-canyon 
region. Due to this, d u /d z  and d w /d z  are not always strictly positive, as in the case of a 
boundary layer.
Figure 11d shows contours of tke  in the canyon for H d/H u «  3, W / S  «  2. Large 
values of tke  occur over the upwind and downwind building rooftops, and in the in-canyon 
region. Large values of tke  observed over the upwind and downwind building rooftops can 
be attributed to the separation occurring at the leading edges of these buildings, which causes 
non-periodic vortex shedding, thereby resulting in higher values of TKE. The values of tke  
are higher over the downwind building rooftop than the upwind building rooftop. This is 
expected because the downwind building presents greater blockage to the incoming flow. 
Large values of tke  observed in the in-canyon region can be conjectured to be due to the 
downdrafts in the canyon. The downdrafts force the vortices shed off the upwind building into 
the in-canyon, resulting in significant fluctuations in the streamwise and vertical velocities. 
It is also worth noting that over the upwind and downwind building rooftops, the maximum 
value of tke  occurs not at the leading edge, but at some distance downwind of the leading 
edge. This can be conjectured to be due to the downstream advection of large values of TKE 
occurring at the leading edge by the mean flow.
For the configuration H d/H u «  3, W / S  «  2, the maximum values of the Reynolds
2 2 2 2 2 normal stresses (u' / uH and w' /uH d), and the turbulent kinetic energy (t k e / u H ) were,
0.13, 0.07, and 0.09. These values occurred at locations with the spatial coordinates, 
( x /S ,  z / S )  =  (1.73, 3.36), (0.19, 0.90), and (1.77, 3 .3 6 ).The maximum and minimum val­
ues of the Reynolds shear stress u’w ’/ u H were, 0.05 and -0 .0 4 . These values occurred at 
locations with spatial coordinates, ( x /S ,  z / S )  = (1.11, 3.13) and (1.96, 3.39).
For the configuration with the taller upwind building (H d/H u «  1.67), contours o f the 
Reynolds normal and shear stresses are presented for W / S  «  4 in Fig. 12. M ost of the 
characteristics of the Reynolds stresses observed for Hd/ Hu «  3, W / S  «  2 are also present 
in the H d/H u «  1.67, W / S  «  4 case. For this case, large positive values o f Reynolds 
shear stress are observed in the primary vortex. In contrast, significant negative Reynolds 
shear stress values are observed in the updraft region of the secondary vortex, and significant 
positive values are seen in the downdraft region. It should be noted the behaviour, magnitude, 
and sign of the Reynolds shear stresses in step-up canyons with H d/H u «  1.67 is very 
different from that reported in previous wind-tunnel studies for street-canyon flows (see for 
example, Kastner-Klein and Rotach (2004)). The sign of the Reynolds shear stress can again 
be explained through the signs of u, w, d u /d z ,  and d w /d z  in this region, and is not done 
for conciseness.
Figure 12 shows a contour of tke  in the canyon for Hd/ Hu «  1.67, W / S  «  4. The 
behaviour of tke  in the canyon is similar to that observed for Hd/ Hu «  3, W / S  «  2. That 
is, tke  is quite large over the upwind and downwind building rooftops, and in the in-canyon 
region. The same reasoning used to explain the large values of tke  observed for H d /H u «  3, 
W / S  «  2 can be used for H d /H u «  1.67; W / S  «  4. For the configuration Hd/ Hu «  1.67, 
W / S  «  4, the maximum values of the Reynolds normal stresses (u '2/ u H , w '2/ uH ), and the 
turbulent kinetic energy (tk e /u H  ) were 0.13, 0.14, and 0.10. These values occurred at loca­
tions with the spatial coordinates, ( x /S ,  z / S )  =  (1.28, 3.12), (0.77, 0.84), and (0.64, 0.42). 
The maximum and minim um values of the Reynolds shear stress u’w ’/u H  were 0.04 
and -0 .0 4 . These values occurred at locations with spatial coordinates, ( x /S ,  z / S )  =  
( -0 .8 1 , 1.86) and (0.06, 2.02).
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Fig. 12 For Hd/Hu R 1.67, W/S R 4, contours of normalized, a streamwise velocity variance, b vertical 
velocity variance, c mean Reynolds shear stress, d mean turbulent kinetic energy
4.4 Quadrant Analysis
Along with the mean values of the Reynolds shear stress (—pu 'w ') ,  knowledge of the distri­
bution of the fluctuations around the computed average is im portant to understand the m ech­
anisms of momentum transfer between different regions of the flow by turbulence (Tennekes 
and Lumley 1972). In the classical turbulent boundary layer, the four quadrants of the u ' — w' 
sample space correspond to one of the four events, namely, sweeps, ejections, inward, and 
outward motions. In this paper, the four quadrants are called Q1 (u > u; w > w), Q2 (u <  u; 
w > w), Q3 (u <  u; w < w), and Q4 (ii >  u; w < w), as it is a more general definition of 
the various quadrants.
4.4.1 Canyon Configurations: H d /H u R  3, W/S R  1 to 4
As done previously for this configuration, only the results for Hd/ Hu R  3, W / S  R  2 
are discussed. Quadrant analysis was performed at four locations in the canyon. The four 
locations are named L1, L2, L3, and L4. The x- and z-coordinates (x/S and z/S) of the 
four locations are: (1) L1: (0.5, 0.5), (2) L2: (0.25, 0.75), (3) L3: (—0.5, 1.12), and (4) L4: 
(0.5, 1.5). Figure 13 shows the distribution of (u ', w')  at the four locations. Also shown in 
Fig. 13 is the percentage frequency of events occurring in each of the four quadrants, and the 
contributions of the various events to the computed value of the mean Reynolds shear stress at 
these locations. The method of data presentation is similar to that adopted in Cui et al. (2004).
The Reynolds shear stresses shown in Fig. 13 indicate that (h' w ')l i  > 0 (in the in-canyon 
region) and (u' w ' ) l 4 <  0 (in the interaction region). Similar behaviour o f the Reynolds shear 
stresses has been observed in skimming flow configurations (Gowardhan et al. 2007), wherein 
small positive values of Reynolds shear stresses are found in the lower regions of the canyon
1 2 r i
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Fig. 13 For Hd/Hu ^  3, W/S ^  2, at locations L1 to L4, (a1-d1) distribution of streamwise and vertical 
velocity fluctuations, (a2-d2) percentage frequency distribution of events, (a3-d3) contribution of various 
events to computed value of mean Reynolds shear stress (indicated by a solid horizontal line)
(with contributions from all four quadrants), and negative values (Q2 and Q4 dominate) 
occur in the region above the canopy. For such flow regimes, the phrase decoupling  is used to 
describe the behaviour of u 'w '  in and above the urban canopy. For normal approach flow and 
within the street canyon, the decoupling of Reynolds normal and shear stresses is conjectured 
to be due to the sheltering of the in-canyon flow from the above-canyon flow by the buildings. 
In step-up canyons, the flow in the in-canyon and interaction regions are not decoupled, 
thereby adding credence to the previous supposition that the upwind building for Hd/ Hu «  3 
can be thought of as an obstacle in the upwind wake of the taller downwind building. In the 
region comprising updrafts in the in-canyon (L2), u > 0, w > 0, (u'w') 12  > 0, and the
1  Springer
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Fig. 14 For Hd/Hu & 1.67, W/S & 4, at locations G1 to G4, (a1-d1) distribution of streamwise and vertical 
velocity fluctuations, (a2-d2) percentage frequency distribution of events, (a3-d3) contribution of various 
events to computed value of mean Reynolds shear stress (indicated by a solid horizontal line)
scatter plot of (u!, w r) has a distinct polarity towards the first and third quadrants. A t L3 
(which is in the upwind building rooftop region), u > 0 , w <  0, (u!w !) l 3 < 0, and Q2 and 
Q4 dominate, indicating that there is a net downward flux of horizontal momentum in this 
region.
4.4.2 Canyon Configurations: Hd /H u & 1.67, W/S & 1 to 4
Q uadrant analysis was performed for W / S  & 4 at four locations in the canyon. The four 
locations are named G1, G2, G3, and G4. The x  and z-coordinates (x/S and z/S) of the four
1 2 n
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locations are: 1) G1: (0.75, 0.65), 2) G2: (0.15, 0.5), 3) G3: (0.5, 0.8), and4) G4: (0.25,1.45). 
Figure 14 shows the distribution of (u ' , w')  pairs at the four locations.
Figure 14 shows that Q2 and Q4 events are the m ajor contributors to u 'w '  at G1, which 
corresponds to the updraft region in the secondary vortex. Fewer Q4 events contribute more 
to the magnitude of u 'w '  in comparison to Q2 events. The location G2 was chosen to be in 
the downdraft region of the secondary vortex. In this region, u'w ' > 0, and all four quadrants 
contribute in almost equal m easure to the computed value of the mean Reynolds shear stress. 
The location G3 was chosen to be in the interface between the primary and secondary vortices. 
A t G3, though all events occur with almost equal frequency, the Q2 events contribute m ore to 
the total stress compared to Q1 and Q3 events, resulting in a net negative u 'w '. The location 
G4 is in the updraft region of the primary vortex. A t G4, the scatter plot o f (u', w ')  has 
a strong polarity towards the first and third quadrants, resulting in large positive values of 
u 'w '. The data in Fig. 14 indicate that the magnitude of u 'w '  is about the same in the updraft 
regions of the primary and secondary vortices, but the sign varies. Hence, for taller upwind 
building step-up canyons (e.g., H d /H u k  1.67) both strong positive and negative values of 
the Reynolds shear stress can occur in the in-canyon (sheltered) region.
5 C onclusions
A step-up street canyon is a street canyon in which the upwind building height (Hu) is less 
than the downwind building height (Hd). In this article, the effect of canyon geometry on 
the flow structure in isolated step-up street canyons is investigated through wind-tunnel 2D 
PIV measurements. The measurements were acquired along the vertical symmetry plane of 
the model buildings for normal approach flow. The building-height ratios considered were: 
H d /H u k  3, and H d/H u k  1.67. For each building-height ratio, the along-wind lengths (L) 
of the upwind and downwind buildings, and the street-canyon width (S ) were kept constant, 
with L  k  S. The cross-wind widths (W) of the upwind and downwind buildings were varied 
uniformly from W / S  k  1 through W / S  k  4, in increments of W / S  k  1. Our objective 
was to characterize the changes in flow structure as a function of W /S, for fixed L, S, and 
H d/H u values. Results obtained indicate that for Hd/ Hu k  3, the mean and turbulence 
statistics do not vary significantly for the building widths considered. For Hd/ Hu k  3, the 
upwind building almost behaves as an obstacle in the downwind building upwind cavity. 
The flow patterns observed in H d /H u k 1.67 configurations are unique and counter-intuitive, 
and depend strongly on W/S  values. For the building widths W / S k  1 and W / S k  2, the 
sidewall flow into the canyon plays an important role in determining the in-canyon flow 
structure. Consequently, even the mean flow patterns are highly ambiguous at these building 
widths. A t greater building widths, flow along the vertical symmetry plane is m ore shielded 
from the sidewall flow, and hence a stable counter-rotating vortex pair is observed in the 
canyon.
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A b strac t A step-down street canyon is a street canyon in which the upwind building height 
(H u) is greater than the downwind building height (Hd ) (H u > H d). Here, the effect of 
downwind building height and canyon width on the flow structure in isolated step-down 
canyons is investigated through wind-tunnel measurements. The measurements were acquired 
along the vertical symmetry plane of the model buildings using two-dimensional particle 
image velocimetry for normal approach flow. For the present study, Hu was kept constant 
at 120 mm, and Hd was increased in increments of &0.08H u, to span the range: 0.08 < 
Hd /  Hu <  1. The configuration -Hd /  HHu ^  1 corresponds to a deep canyon. The footprints of 
the buildings were square, with the widths (W ) and lengths (L ) being, W (= L ) & 32 mm. 
Four different street-canyon widths (S ) were considered, with S /  W  & 2.5, 2, 1.5, 1. This 
resulted in a total of 48 test cases, with 12 cases for every street-canyon width. The flow 
topology in the near-wake of an isolated tall building (Hd =  0) is characterised by a bow­
shaped structure comprising the vortex core, saddle point, and ground originating shear 
layer. For S /  W  & 2.5, 2, and 1.5, increasing the downwind building height from Hd/ H u & 
0.08 to 1 resulted in the in-canyon flow structure transitioning from wake dominated to 
deep canyon wake interference regimes. Similar increase of the downwind building height 
for S /  W  & 1 resulted in the flow structure transitioning from wake dominated  to deep 
canyon skimming flow regime. The results indicate that in step-down canyons formed by tall 
and slender buildings, momentum transport into and out of the canyon around the building 
sidewalls plays a crucial role in the determining the overall flow patterns in the canyon.
K eyw ords Flow topology • Particle image velocimetry • Urban fluid mechanics •
W ind tunnel study
B. Addepalli • E. R. Pardyjak ( )
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1 In troduc tion
The study of flow fields in modelled urban areas is motivated by a number of envi­
ronmental concerns such as air quality, contaminant releases, and pedestrian comfort. 
A  vast body of literature exists that characterises flow over simple building structures 
such as isolated buildings and idealized street canyons [2,5, 6,8—14, 16—18,21—29, 31— 
39,41 ,43 ,44 ,46 ,47 ,49- 51,54,56,58- 61, 63, 64]. Tall buildings (where tall is defined with 
respect to the ratio of building height and the boundary layer depth) are a prominent 
feature of urban downtowns. Yet, there is very little literature that describes the physics 
governing flow fields around tall buildings, and their interactions with other buildings. 
Urban flows are highly complex due to the combined effects of several parameters such 
as, meandering winds, diverse building geometries, complex surface energy balances, veg­
etative canopies, etc. acting in unison. W ind-tunnel modelling provides a way to system­
atically control and vary several of these effects in simplified urban configurations. In 
the present work, the flow structure in isolated step-down street canyons is investigated 
through wind-tunnel measurements. Specifically, the role of three-dimensionality in the flow 
is investigated by looking at the adjustment of flow structures along the center plane of the 
canyons for a range of 3D geometries (i.e., a large suite of S /  W  and Hd/ Hu configura­
tions).
A  step-down street canyon is a street canyon in which the upwind building height (Hu) 
is greater than the downwind building height (Hd) (i.e., Hu > Hd). The presence of tall 
buildings in a cluster of relatively shorter buildings (which is typical of any real urban 
downtown) results in the formation of step-down canyons, depending on the ambient wind 
direction. Variation in the building heights in a street canyon significantly alters the in­
canyon flow structure. The flow structure in the vicinity of tall buildings in general, and 
step-down street canyons in particular depends on a number of parameters, and has been stud­
ied through wind-tunnel experiments [1, 15,42 ,55,57] and 2D and 3D numerical simulations 
[6,7,48,50,59, 62]. The parameters include the shear and turbulence in the inflow [15], build­
ing separation distance [1,42,48], and building alignment and geometry [1, 6,7,55,57,62]. 
O f the mentioned studies, the works of [15,55] have focussed on isolated tall buildings, 
w hile [7, 42] examined the flow and dispersion patterns in deep canyons (a street canyon 
comprised of tall buildings, with Hu =  Hd). Though [57] reported the flow patterns in 
step-down canyons, they only considered a 2D configuration. In the present work, the effect 
o f street-canyon width and the downwind building height on the flow structure in 3D iso­
lated step-down street canyons is investigated using 2D particle image velocimetry (PIV) 
measurements in a wind tunnel.
In addition to understanding flow physics in the vicinity of tall buildings, wind tunnel 
measurements in step-down canyons (and several other configurations [4]) were acquired 
to evaluate the Quick Urban and Industrial Complex dispersion m odel (QUIC) [20,52,53]. 
The results o f model-evaluation [3] are not discussed in this paper for consieness. High 
spatial-resolution wind-tunnel data for isolated street-canyons can help extend the existing 
flow regime classifications, and can be used in the development o f parameterizations for fast- 
response and empirical flow models, and in the validation of computational fluid dynamics 
(CFD) codes. The current work therefore aspires to contribute to the existing knowledge of 
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Fig. 1 Schematic showing, a the mean streamwise inflow velocity profile, b inflow streamwise and vertical 
velocity standard deviations
Fig. 2 Schematic showing the various terms and the coordinate system used to define a step-down canyon 
(figure not to scale)
2 E xperim en ta l details
The experiments were conducted at the environmental fluid dynamics (EFD) laboratory at 
the University of Utah, at an atmospheric pressure of 86.5 kPa of Hg, temperature of 21.5 °C, 
in a 7.9-m long boundary-layer wind-tunnel facility, having a working cross section of 0.61 
m x  0.91m . For details o f the experimental setup, the reader may refer to Addepalli and 
Pardyjak [2]. LEGO® sheets with circular dimples of height 2 mm lined the floor of the tunnel 








Fig. 3 Near-wake flow of an isolated tall building, a mean streamline patterns, b instantaneous streamline 
patterns, and c definitions of topological flow features from the mean flow
run at a mean streamwise freestream velocity o f ~  7 .2 m s - 1 . The corresponding mean 
streamwise velocity at the upwind building height (Hu) in the boundary layer (without the 
buildings) was u h u ~  6.71 m s - 1 . The boundary-layer depth (8) and power-law exponent (n) 
at the measurement location were 8 ~  240 m m  (8 /Hu ~  2) and n ~  0.205. The roughness 
height (Z0) and the friction velocity (u*) o f the boundary layer were Z0 ~  0.15 m m  and 
u * ~  0.26 m  s- 1 . The Reynolds number based on the upwind building height (ReHu) 
( ReHu = u h uHu/v ,  v =  1.5 x  10- 5 m 2 s-1 ) was ReHu ~  53, 680, and the roughness 




Fig. 4 Contours of the normalized mean vertical velocities (w) in step-down canyons with S/  W ^  2.5 and 
Hd/H u ^ , a 0.08, b 0.16, c 0.27, d 0.35, e 0.43, f 0.53, g 0.61, h 0.69, i 0.80, j 0.88, k 0.96, and 1 1.00
streamwise inflow velocity (u) profile and the inflow streamwise and vertical velocity standard 
deviations (turbulence intensities), au and o w.
The model buildings were constructed using LEGO® blocks and had square footprints. 
The walls of the model buildings were ‘sm ooth’ on all sides. The plan area o f the buildings 
was kept constant at L x  W  ~  32 x  32 mm2, where L  and W  are the lengths and widths o f the 
model buildings. In the experiments performed, the upwind building-height (Hu) was kept 
constant at H u ~  120 mm. The downwindbuilding-heights (Hd) considered were, Hd ~  9.6, 
19.2, 32,41.6, 51.2, 64, 73.6, 83.2,96, 105.6, 115.2, and 120 mm, resulting in H d/ H u values 
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Fig. 4 continued
resulted in 12 cases (street-canyon configurations) for a given street-canyon width (S). Four 
different street canyon widths (S) were considered, with S /  W & 2.5, 2, 1.5, 1. This resulted 
in a total of 48 cases for all the experiments. Definitions o f critical dimensions and the region 
in the vertical symmetry plane where the measurements were acquired are shown in Fig. 2 .
Based on the value o f 8 /H u & 2, the configurations considered in the current work 
correspond to tall building urban-street canyons. The blockage effects due to the presence 
o f the buildings in the wind tunnel were characterised through velocity measurements using 
pitot-static probes, and were not found to be significant. The pressure gradient induced along 
the tunnel centreline in the measurem ent section due to the presence o f the buildings was 
& 2 .5P am - 1 . The relative increase in the tunnel centreline velocity due to the presence of 





In the experiments conducted, 2D PIV was used as the measurement technique. The mea­
surements were taken along the vertical symmetry plane ( x - z  plane) o f the model buildings 
(shown in Fig. 2). The flow was seeded with olive oil particles having a mean diameter 
o f approximately 0.45 ^m , generated using two Laskin nozzles. According to M elling [40] 
these particles should be approximately non-inertial and non-buoyant. The aerosols were 
illuminated with a 532-nm  wavelength laser sheet (1.5 m m  thick), generated using a 50 mJ 
NewWave Research (Fremont, CA) Solo P IV III Nd-Yag laser. A 4.0M P (2048 x  2048 pixels) 
CCD camera manufactured by TSI, Inc. (Shoreview, M N) with a maximum frame rate o f 17 
frames per second (fps) was used in conjunction with a frame grabber for image acquisition. 
The image acquisition rate was set to 2 fps. A LASERPULSE synchronizer was used to 







desktop computer. Analysis o f the acquired image pairs was done using TSI INSIGHT3G 
analysis software. Fast Fourier transform (FFT) based cross-correlation analysis was per­
formed on the conditioned image pairs by dividing them  into 64 x  64 pixel interrogation 
regions. O ne thousand image pairs were considered for computing the average velocity and 
turbulence fields. The spatial resolution of the final datasets obtained was ~2 .35  mm.
3 T he near-w ake o f an  isolated ta ll building
A n isolated tall building configuration may be viewed as a special case of a step-down 








lated tall building is crucial to understanding step-down street-canyon flows. Figure 3a 
depicts the mean streamline patterns in the near-wake o f an isolated tall building with 
height H  ~  120 mm, and square plan area (L x  W  ~  32 x  32m m 2). The inflow 
velocity field characteristics for this configuration were the same as those described in 
the previous section. Figure 3c identifies the prom inent flow features in the near-wake 
o f a tall building (step-down canyon with H d/ H u ~  0.27, S /  W  ~  2.5). The prom i­
nent flow features are, a primary vortex near the building (upwind building) leeward 
face below the rooftop [with spatial coordinates o f the vortex core being (xv, z v)], a 
saddle point at the interface o f the near and far-wakes [with coordinates (xs , z s)], a 
(ground originating) shear layer PQ (which can also be viewed as a cavity dividing 








1.0 for the isolated tall building), a counter-rotating vortex below the primary vor­
tex, and a stagnation point on the downwind building windward face with z -coordinate
z st1.
Davies et al. [ 15] first demonstrated the presence of a saddle point in the near-wake of a 
tall building with H /  W  =  6. They called it an elevated free stagnation point. Snyder and 
Lawson [55] suggested that the saddle point appeared when the height o f a square footprint 
building was increased from  H  = W  to H  =  2W . Ohba [42] also detected a saddle point 
in the wake o f a tall square footprint building with H /  W  =  3. Understanding the formation 
o f the saddle is pivotal to understanding the physics that govern the wake flow. For flows 
over tall buildings, the saddle point can be understood to be a result o f the increased flow 






Fig. 5 For the different Hd / Hu values: a changes in the x and z locations (coordinates) of the vortex core, 
saddle point, and the ground originating shear layer origin and b change in the elevation (zs) of the saddle 
point. These estimates are for the S/ W =  2.5 cases
buildings, a low pressure region is created near the building leeward face. The flow over the 
rooftop and sidewalls moves towards the low pressure region. The ground originating shear 
layer is therefore indicative of the extent to which the flow over the sides penetrates into the 
wake before moving toward the low pressure region. The saddle point represents the point 
at which the sidewall and the rooftop motions come to equilibrium. Thus, above the saddle 
point, a primary vortex rotating in the clockwise direction is seen, and below it, a secondary 
counter-rotating vortex. The secondary vortex is highly unsteady and is not apparent in the 
averaged flow field. Examining an instantaneous snapshot (Fig. 3b) of the flow illustrates the 
unsteady nature of the secondary vortex.
4 R esults an d  discussion
4.1 Step-down street canyons with S  «  2.5 W
In Fig. 4 contours o f the normalized mean vertical velocities (w / uhu ), and the mean stream­
line patterns in step-down canyons with S  «  2.5 W  are shown. Some of the white spots seen 
in the figure are due to loss of data as a result o f reflection issues caused by the laser sheet, 
and burnt pixels in the CCD camera used for image acquisition.
Figure 4 shows the effect of adding a downwind building of different heights to the wake 
o f a tall building. The addition of a relatively short downwind building only slightly modifies 
the mean flow field such that it is still dominated by the upwind building’s wake. A  close 
inspection of the mean streamline patterns suggests that as the downwind building height (Hd) 
is increased from 0.08Hu to Hu, the flow transitions from a wake dominated regime to a deep 
canyon wake interference regime. The deep canyon wake interference regime can be regarded 
as the wake interference regime [28] for tall buildings. The transition between the regimes 
is found to occur in the interval 0.88 <  Hd/ Hu < 1 for S  «  2 .5W , and is characterised by 
the conversion of the saddle point in the upwind building wake to a stagnation point on the 
downwind building windward face.
As much as the flow structure for Hd /  Hu «  1, S =  2 .5W  resembles the skimming flow  




Fig. 6 Normalized vertical profiles of mean streamwise velocity (u/ uhu ) for S/  W ~ 2.5 and Hd/ Hu ^  
0, 0.27, 0.53, 0.80, 1 at, a x/ S ^  0.1(^ x/  W ^  0.25), b x/ S ^  0.5(^ x/  W ^  1.25), c x/ S ^  0.9 
( ^  x/  W ^  2.25)
associating it with the deep canyon skimming flow regime due to the presence of the ground 
originating shear layer in the in-cayon region. As was discussed in the previous section, the 
ground originating shear layer is indicative of the extent to which the flow over the sides of 
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Fig. 6 continued
layer for S ~  2.5 W  therefore suggests that the flow structure for these cases may be labeled 
as the deep canyon wake interference regime. Though not referred to as belonging to the deep 
canyon wake interference and deep canyon skimming flow regimes, such flow structures have 
been previously reported by [7,42].
The works of [62] and [48] described the flow patterns in 2D step-down canyons with 
Hd/ Hu «  0.67, S =  Hd , L =  Hd, and Hd/ Hu «  0.67, S =  Hd, L =  0.5Hd . It should 
however be noted that the configurations studied by [62] and [48] were not isolated step- 
down canyons, but arrangements of buildings that resulted in step-down, step-up, and square 
canyons. Overlooking the scaling of the building lengths and the slight differences in the 
scaling of the other characteristic (physical) dimensions, the configuration Hd/ Hu ^  0.69,
S ~  2.5W from the present work may be compared to that considered by [48] and [62]. 
Comparing the flow structures obtained from the 3D experimental and 2D numerical exper­
iments, it is seen that the shape and extent of the primary and secondary vortices, and the 
location of the saddle point differ. In the results of [62], the primary vortex extends until 
the downwind building trailing edge, with the vortex core at the downwind building lead­
ing edge, and the saddle point at the trailing edge. Also, a more coherent and symmetric 
secondary vortex is seen in the region below the downwind building roof height. The veloc­
ity vectors reported by [48] are very similar to the flow structure reported by [62]. The 
differences in the results illustrate the importance of accounting for momentum transport 
into the canyon in the lateral direction. The differences may be speculated to be due to the 
greater interaction between the rooftop and sidewall flows (over and around the upwind 
building) in the vertical symmetry plane, and the ventilation of the in-canyon flow in the 
lateral direction (x- y plane) around the downwind building, that the 2D simulations do not 
capture.
Figure 5 shows how the various flow structures in the wake of a tall building adapt 




Fig. 7 Normalized vertical profiles of mean vertical velocity (w/ uhu ) for S/  W & 2.5 and Hd/ Hu & 
0, 0.27, 0.53, 0.80, 1 at, a x/ S & 0.1(^ x/  W & 0.25), b x/ S & 0.5(^ x/  W & 1.25), c x/ S & 0.9 
( ^  x/  W & 2.25)
in the near-wake of a tall building is characterised by a vortex core (of the primary vor­
tex), a saddle point, and the ground originating shear layer (as shown in Fig. 3c). The 
changes in the x and z-coordinates of these entities (as determined by visual inspec-
Springer
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tion of the streamline topology) are plotted for varying downwind building heights in 
Fig. 5. As can be seen from Fig. 4, the near-wake of the upwind building adapts to the 
addition of a downwind building, while preserving the basic bow-shaped structure until 
Hd/ Hu <  0.69. Beyond this ratio, the ground originating shear layer merges into the 
downwind building. Figure 5 shows that the vortex core and the ground originating shear 
layer move towards the downwind building with increasing downwind building heights. 
From Fig. 4, no substantial change in the stagnation point (in the lower-leg of the canyon) 
height on the downwind building is observed for increasing Hd values. Above the stagna­
tion point, the flow in the vertical direction is parallel to the downwind building windward 
face.
Figure 5 shows how the various flow structures in the wake of a tall building adapt to 
the addition of a downwind building for the S/  W  =  2.5 cases. It is seen that the saddle 
point adjusts to the pressure field created by the downwind building. For Hd/ Hu ^  0.80 and 
Hd/ Hu ~  0.88 (Fig. 4i, j), it appears that the vortex core, the saddle point, and a second 
stagnation point (near the downwind building rooftop leading edge) exist simultaneously. 
Also shown in Fig. 5 is the non-dimensionalized saddle point height (zs / Hd) for the various 
Hd/ Hu values. From the figure it can be inferred that the non-dimensionalized saddle point 
height decreases as a power-law with increasing Hd/ Hu values. A fit of the data suggests the 
non-dimensionalized saddle point height behaves like zs / Hd =  a (Hd/ Hu )b ,w herea ~  0.86 
and b ~  —0.88, with an R 2 value of 0.998.
In Figs. 6, 7, 8, 9 and 10, normalized vertical profiles of mean streamwise (u) and ver­
tical (w) velocities, mean Reynolds shear stress (u’w ’), mean streamwise velocity gradient 
(du /d z ), and mean turbulent kinetic energy ( T K E  =  [(u' )2 +  (w')2]/2) for Hd/ Hu ^  
0, 0.27, 0.53, 0.80, and 1 are shown. The profiles have been plotted at x / S ~  0.1 ( ^  x /  W  ^  




Fig. 8 Normalized vertical profiles of mean Reynolds shear stress (u' w'/uH )for S/ W ~ 2.5 and Hd / Hu ~ 
0, 0.27, 0.53, 0.80, 1 at, a x/ S ^  0.1(^ x/  W ^  0.25), b x/ S ^  0.5(4 x/  W ^  1.25), c x/ S ^  0.9 
( ^  x/  W ^  2.25)
Figures 6b and 7b show profiles of u and w at the canyon centre. The shape of the 
streamwise velocity profile in Fig. 6b indicates the existence of the primary vortex between
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Fig. 8 continued
at z /  Hu ^  1, decreases through zero and then reaches a minimum negative streamwise 
velocity at z / Hu ^  0.6. z / Hu ^  0.65 is also the approximate height at which the saddle 
point was detected for these cases. The minimum velocity at z / Hu ~  0.6 is due to enhanced 
momentum transport in the streamwise (negative x ) direction due to interaction between the 
primary and secondary vortices. The region between 0 < z / Hu <  0.6 is the region containing 
the secondary vortex, and is characterised by a change in the sign of u . From Fig. 7b, it is 
observed that the addition of a downwind building (such that the in-canyon flow is in the 
wake dominated regime) results in weaker vertical velocities in the top-half of the canyon 
and stronger vertical velocities in the bottom-half, in comparison to the isolated tall building 
case.
Through 2D numerical simulation results, it has been suggested that in deep canyons, the 
streamwise and vertical velocities are significantly larger in the top-half of the canyon in 
comparison to the bottom-half [7]. The argument given to justify this observation is that in 
deep canyons, momentum transfer from the ambient wind to the top-half of the canyon is 
much greater than the transfer from the top-half to the bottom-half. From Figs. 6b and 7b 
it can be seen that the magnitudes of u and w are about the same in the top and the bot­
tom halves of the canyon. In fact, the magnitude of w is greater in the bottom-half of the 
canyon than the top-half. Thus, it is seen that for accurate prediction of tall building street- 
canyon flows, the need for accounting for momentum transport in the x- y  plane cannot be 
overemphasized.
In Figs. 6a and 7a, profiles of u and w close to the upwind building leeward face are shown. 
From the figure it can be deduced that a change in the flow regime (from wake dominated 
to deep canyon wake interference) does not significantly affect the values of u and w in this 
region. In Figs. 6c and 7c, profiles of u and w close to the downwind building windward face 




Fig. 9 Normalized vertical profiles of the mean streamwise velocity gradient ((d u/ d z)( Hu/ uh ))for S /  W & 
2.5 and Hd/ Hu & 0, 0.27, 0.53, 0.80, 1 at, a x/ S & 0.1(^ x/ W & 0.25), b x/ S & 0.5(^> "x/  W & 1.25), 
c x/ S & 0.9(^ x/ W & 2.25)
affects the mean streamwise and vertical velocity fields in this region. For Hd/ Hu & 0.27, 
the profiles of "  and w for 0 < z / Hu & <  0.3 are indicative of flow separation at the 
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Fig. 9 continued
wake interference regime), from Fig. 7a, c it is seen that the magnitudes of the updrafts in the 
top-half of the canyon are slightly stronger than the downdrafts. This feature is in contrast 
with the field observations made by [16] for the classical skimming flow regime (albeit in 
more 2D canyons).
Figure 8a-c shows profiles of the mean Reynolds shear stress (u'w '). In Fig. 8b, c, 
as expected, peak values of u' w f occur near the top of the canyon (the upwind build­
ing roof height), and decrease to very small values in the lower-half of the canyon. 
Positive values of u’w ’ are found in the lower-half of the canyon. Positive, and rela­
tively small values of Reynolds shear stresses in street canyons were previously reported 
by [45] through field experiments, by [32] through wind-tunnel studies, and by [19,30] 
through numerical simulations. The positive Reynolds shear stresses observed are a result 
of the recirculating flow in the in-canyon region. Due to this, d u /dz  and d w /d z  are not 
always strictly positive, as in the case of a boundary-layer. The form of the profiles in 
the lower region is unusual considering the fact that these profiles lie in the region of a 
secondary vortex. This behaviour can be hypothesized to be due to the momentum trans­
fer from the lower-leg of the street-canyon due to strong updrafts. To further investi­
gate this flow feature, profiles of the vertical gradients of the mean streamwise velocity 
(d u /d z ) are plotted at these locations (Fig. 9). From Fig. 9 it is evident that the changes 
in the sign and magnitude of u' w ' track the changes in the sign of and magnitude of 
— d u /d z .
Figure 10a-c shows profiles of mean turbulent kinetic energy (T K E ) .  Large values of 
T K E  occur in the shear layer at the top of the canyon. This is due to the strong vertical 
shear of the streamwise velocity in this region (profiles of d u /d z  also reach their maximum 
in this region). At x / S ~  0.5 (Fig. 10b), the profile of T K E  reaches a local minimum 
at location where du /d z  goes to zero. Below this point, T K E  begins to increase, reach-
47
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Fig. 10 Normalized vertical profiles of mean turbulent kinetic energy (TKE/uH ) for S/  W & 2.5 and 
Hd/ Hu & 0, 0.27, 0.53, 0.80, 1 at, a x/ S & 0.1(^ x/  W & 0.25), b x/ S & 0.5(^ x/  W & 1.25), 
c x/ S & 0.9(^ x/  W & 2.25)
ing a local maximum at z / Hu & 0.3. The second peak in the T K E  profiles is associated 
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Fig. 10 continued
4.2 Step-down street canyons with S & 2W
In Fig. 11, contours of the mean vertical velocities (w /u Hu ) and the mean streamline patterns 
in step-down canyons with S & 2W  are shown. From the figure it is seen that the change 
in the flow regime, from wake dominated to deep canyon wake interference regime occurs 
in the interval (0.69, 0.80), which is earlier in comparison to S & 2.5W  (where it occurs in 
the interval (0.88, 0.96)). Thus, it is seen that the effect of adding a downwind building in 
the upwind building’s wake on the flow regime transition is enhanced as the street canyon 
width (S) is reduced. For Hd/ Hu & 1, as was the case for S & 2 .5W , the cavity dividing 
streamline is seen in the lower-half of the canyon for S & 2 W . Due to this, the flow regime 
for Hd/ Hu & 1 and S & 2W  is again referred to as deep canyon wake interference regime. 
Since the flow patterns for this configuration are very similar to S & 2.5 W , they are not 
discussed for conciseness.
4.3 Step-down street canyons with S & 1.5W
In Fig. 12, contours of the mean vertical velocities (w /u Hu) and the mean streamline patterns 
in step-down canyons with S & 1.5W are shown. From the figure it is seen that for this 
configuration, the flow field may be classified into three regimes depending on the Hd/ Hu 
value. The flow is seen to transition from a wake dominated to an intermediate regime in the 
interval (0.35, 0.43), before eventually transitioning to the deep canyon wake interference 
regime. The transition from wake dominated to the intermediate regime is characterized by 
the disappearance of the saddle point, and the interaction of the primary vortex with the 
downwind building rooftop. Thus, it can be seen that among other factors, the existence of a 
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Fig. 11 Contours of the normalized mean vertical velocities (w/"Hu) in step-down canyons with S/ W & 2 
and Hd/ Hu &, a 0.08, b 0.16, c 0.27, d 0.35, e 0.43, f 0.53, g 0.61, h 0.69, i 0.80, j 0.88, k 0.96, and l 1.00
For S & 1.5 W , since the ground originating shear layer (cavity dividing streamline) for an 
isolated tall building is at xgsl  & W , addition of a downwind building with height Hd / Hu 
in the interval (0, 0.43) modifies the wake structure of the taller upwind building, with the 
in-canyon flow patterns still largely driven by the taller upwind building. The saddle point 
heights are however lower in comparison to those observed for S & 2.5 W , 2W . For higher 
downwind building heights (Hd/ Hu e (0.43, 1)), the saddle point ceases to exist and the 
primary vortex in the upwind building wake (near the rooftop) extends over the rooftop of 
the downwind building.
As was seen for S & 2.5 W , differences in mean flow patterns are observed comparing the 
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Fig. 11 continued
and extent) of the primary and secondary vortices reported in these studies are very different 
from that obtained from the current work. The differences again may be speculated to be due 
to the greater interaction between the rooftop and sidewall flows (over and around the upwind 
building) along the vertical symmetry plane, and the ventilation of the in-canyon flow in the 
lateral direction (x-y plane) around the downwind building, that the 2D simulations cannot 
capture.
In Fig. 13, normalized vertical profiles of the mean vertical (w) velocities, and mean 
Reynolds shear stress (u'w') for Hd/ Hu ~  0, 0.27, 0.53, 0.80, and 1 are shown. The profiles 
have been plotted at x / S  ~  0 .5 (^  x /  W  ~  0.75) in the canyon. From Fig. 13 it is seen 








canyon in comparison to the top-half for Hd/ Hu & 0.27, 0.53, 0.80, and are comparable for 
Hd/ Hu & 1. This behavior is in contrast with that observed in 2D numerical simulations of 
deep canyon flows, wherein vertical velocities were significantly larger in the top-half of the 
canyon in comparison to the bottom-half [7]. Thus, it can again be seen that accurate prediction 
of tall building street-canyon flows requires taking into account momentum transport into 
the canyon in the lateral direction.
Comparing the vertical profiles of the normalized mean Reynolds shear stress at the 
canyon centers for S & 2.5 W  and S & 1.5W, it is seen that the form of the profiles 
are slightly different in the lower-half of the canyon. For S & 2.5 W , the Reynolds stress 
values in the canyon lower-half are predominantly positive, while for S & 1.5W, the val­






positioning of the downwind building relative to the ground shear layer (cavity dividing 
streamline). At lower street canyon widths, the interaction of the flow separating around 
the taller upwind building sidewalls with the downwind building affects the in-canyon flow 
statistics.
4.4 Step-down street canyons with S ~  W
In Fig. 14, contours of the mean vertical velocities ( w / uHu) and the mean streamline patterns 
in step-down canyons with S ~  W  are shown. Given that the ground originating shear layer 






measurement domain (in the street canyon) for S & W , it is hard to make inferences on 
the effect of the downwind building height on the upwind building’s wake. However, for 
Hd/ Hu & 1, the in-canyon flow structure may be labeled as belonging to the deep canyon 
skimming flow regime. The classification is based both on the presence of a counter-rotating 
vortex pair, and the absence of the ground shear layer (cavity dividing streamline) in the 
canyon.
4.5 Effect of street canyon aspect ratio and building widths on the in-canyon flow structure
In terms of general street-canyon flows, [28] first proposed the well-known flow regime 





widths (S). Based on wind-tunnel experiments, it was proposed that the flow regime in the 
canyon is a function of the aspect ratio (H/S) of the street-canyon (where H  is the height 
of the cubical building). Three flow regimes: isolated roughness flow, wake interference, 
and skimming flow  were identified for different H /S  values. It was reported that the in­
canyon flow structure transitioned from skimming to isolated roughness flow regimes with 
decreasing H / S values. These flow regimes have been verified previously through wind- 
tunnel and field experiments, as well as numerical simulations [11, 12, 16,24,27,29,36,43, 
44,47,54,63]. From these studies, it is evident that the flow regimes in a street-canyon are a 
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Fig. 12 Contours of the normalized mean vertical velocities (w/ uhu ) in step-down canyons with S/ W ^  1.5 
and Hd/ Hu a 0.08, b 0.16, c 0.27, d 0.35, e 0.43, f 0.53, g 0.61, h 0.69, i 0.80, j 0.88, k 0.96, and 1 1.00
The configurations for Hd/ Hu ~  1 and S /  W  ~  2.5, 2, 1.5, 1 from the current work 
represent street canyons with aspect ratios, H / S  ~  1.5, 1.875, 2.5, 3.75. From the results 
obtained (Figs. 4 , 11, 12, 14), it is seen that the flow regime classification proposed for cubical 
buildings may be extended to tall building (deep) street canyons. An important difference 
between the skimming flow regimes for cubical buildings and deep street canyons is the 
formation of the counter-rotating vortex pair for deep canyons.
From an alternate viewpoint, for a fixed building height ratio (say, Hd/ Hu ~  1), 
loosely speaking, decreasing the street canyon width from S ~  2.5 W  to S ~  W  may be 
argued to have effects similar to increasing the building widths (while maintaining con­
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the formation of the counter-rotating vortex pair and the absence of the ground shear for 
Hd / Hu & 1 and S /  W & 1 may be interpreted to be due to greater shielding of the 
flow along the vertical symmetry plane from the lateral flow entraining into the canyon 
(around the upwind building sidewalls) at lower street canyon widths (vis-a-vis higher build­
ing widths). Thus, the differences between the flow patterns observed in 2D simulations 
[7,48,62] and those reported in the current work, where more coherent flow structures 
were observed in the 2D simulations, may be attributed to the 3D street canyons consid­









A step-down street canyon is a street canyon in which the upwind building height (Hu) is 
greater than the downwind building height (Hd) (Hu >  Hd). In the work presented, the 
effect of the canyon geometry on the flow structure in isolated tall step-down street-canyons 
was investigated using wind-tunnel PIV measurements. For step-down canyons with build­
ings having square footprints with Hu/  W & 3.75 and S /  W < 2.5, the flow structure in 
the canyon is quite complex. For S /  W & 2.5, 2, and 1.5, increasing the downwind build­
ing height from Hd / Hu & 0.08 to 1 resulted in the in-canyon flow structure transitioning 






increases in the downwind building height resulted in the flow structure transitioning from 
wake dominated to deep canyon skimming flow regime. In the wake dominated regime, the 
characteristics of the flow topology are very similar to that of an isolated tall building. The 
basic flow topology in isolated tall building near-wake flows is characterized by a bow­
shaped  structure comprising a vortex core, a saddle point, and a ground originating shear 
layer. The bow-shaped  structure adapts to the addition of a downwind building of varying 
heights. For the case Hd/ Hu ~  1 (which represents a deep canyon), decreasing the street 
canyon width from S /  W ~  2.5 to 1 resulted in the in-canyon flow structure transitioning 
from deep canyon wake interference to deep canyon skimming flow regime. As much as for 
S/  W  ~  2.5, 2, and 1.5 there exists a primary vortex in the top-half of the canyon (resem­
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Fig. 12 continued
wake of the upstream building still results in very strong updrafts in the lower part of the 
canyon. In step-down canyons formed by tall and slender buildings, it can be concluded 
that the in-canyon flow patterns along the vertical symmetry plane strongly depend on the 
momentum transport into and out of the canyon around the building side walls. Among 
other consequences, momentum transport around the building sidewalls results in large ver­
tical velocities (updrafts) in the lower part of the in-canyon region. Experiments run for 
step-up canyons [2] also demonstrated that the in-canyon flow patterns were driven largely 
by the taller upwind building. In summary, it seen that for normal approach flow, the flow 









Fig. 13 For S/  W & 1.5 and Hd/ Hu & 0, 0.27, 0.53, 0.80, 1, at x/ S & 0.5(^ x/  W & 0.75), vertical pro­





Fig. 14 Contours of the normalized mean vertical velocities (w/ uhu ) in step-down canyons with S/ W ^  1 
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In this work, an inversion technique comprising stochastic search and regularized 
gradient optimization is used to solve the atmospheric source characterization 
problem. The inverse problem comprises retrieving the spatial coordinates, source 
strength and the wind speed and wind direction at the source, given certain 
receptor locations and concentration values at these receptor locations. The 
Gaussian plume model is adopted as the forward model and derivative-based 
optimization is chosen to take advantage of its simple analytical nature. A new 
misfit functional that improves the inversion accuracy of atmospheric inverse- 
source problems is developed and is used in the solution procedure. Stochastic 
search is performed over the model parameter space to identify a good initial 
iterate for the gradient scheme. Several Quasi-Monte Carlo point-sets are 
considered in the stochastic search stage and their performance is evaluated 
against the Mersenne-Twister pseudorandom generator. Newton’s method with 
the Tikhonov stabilizer and adaptive regularization with quadratic line-search is 
implemented for gradient optimization. As the forward modelling and measure­
ment errors for atmospheric inverse problems are usually unknown, issues 
concerning ‘model-fit’ and ‘data-fit’ are examined. In this article, the workings 
and validation of the proposed approach are presented using field data from the 
Copenhagen tracer experiments.
Keywords: inverse-source problem; Gaussian plume model; Monte Carlo; 
Quasi-Monte Carlo; regularized Newton’s method; quadratic line-search
AMS Subject Classifications: 15A29; 11K45; 60J60
1. Introduction
The solution of inverse problems involves the retrieval o f inform ation about a physical 
process or phenomenon from known or observed data [1]. Inverse problems arise in 
various fields and hence techniques to solve such problems have been an area of extensive 
study. One of the contem porary applications of inversion techniques includes the source 
characterization problem for atmospheric contam inant dispersion. Atmospheric source 
characterization problems, also referred to as event reconstruction, source-inversion or
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inverse-source problems, comprise characterizing the source of a chemical/biological/ 
radiological (CBR) agent released into the atmosphere. Source characterization typically 
involves predicting the release location and rate o f the CBR agent and the meteorological 
conditions at the release site, based on the time-averaged concentration and wind 
measurements obtained from a distributed sensor network in the region of interest. In  this 
article, an inversion technique developed to retrieve the spatial coordinates, source 
strength and the wind speed, and wind direction at the source, using concentration 
measurements from  known receptor locations in the domain is described.
Efficient and robust event reconstruction tools can play a crucial role in the event of 
accidental or deliberate release of CBR agents in or close to urban centres. U nder such 
circumstances, quick and accurate reconstruction can help government agencies evacuate 
people from the affected regions. Also, using the inform ation obtained from inversion, 
forward models can be run to estimate the extent o f the plume spread and the consequent 
exposure. Event reconstruction tools can also be of use to environmental monitoring 
agencies as they can help evaluate the contribution of the stack releases from various 
industries close to urban areas to the air quality within urban areas. Therefore, from  the 
perspective of public safety and national security, a fast, robust and accurate atmospheric 
event reconstruction tool is pivotal for air-quality management and to effectively deal with 
emergency response scenarios.
I t is generally well-accepted that a single best procedure to solve an inverse problem 
does not exist. F or inverse problems having small domains and few decision variables, 
conducting an exhaustive grid search is the m ost robust inversion technique [2]. F or larger 
problems, the performance of a solution technique depends upon the problem at hand, the 
nature of the forward model, and the m anner in which the inverse problem is formulated. 
Inverse problems are also difficult to solve owing to their inherent ill-posedness, i.e. the 
existence, uniqueness and stability o f the computed solution. For real-life inverse 
problems, the question of existence is more mathematical than physical [1,3]. This is also 
true for the present case, wherein the sensor network recording a measurement suggests the 
existence of a solution to the source characterization problem. However, to date, there is 
no formal proof for the existence of solutions to inverse problems with contaminated data, 
and seldom do we obtain noise-free data from  measuring devices [3]. Therefore, for the 
accurate retrieval o f the model parameters (m), the knowledge of the uncertainty in the 
observed data (dobs) is absolutely essential. In short, one needs to know the uncertainties 
(<5) in the data to know w hat it means to fit the data [3].
The solution phase of inverse problems can be divided into two stages [3]: (1) the 
estimation stage, and (2) the appraisal stage. The estimation stage involves using an 
inversion algorithm to predict a set of model parameters (mpr) based on the observed data 
(dobs). The appraisal stage is comprised of determining how well the data generated (dpr) 
using the predicted model parameters (mpr) fits the observed data (dobs) [1]. Errors arising 
in inversion and the inherent ill-posedness associated with inverse problems can be 
accounted for in one of these two stages. Errors arising in the inversion procedure can be 
attributed to one of the four possible sources: (1) the forward modelling error (<5FM), (2) 
measurement error (<5M), (3) non-uniqueness and (4) nonlinear error propagation. F or real- 
life problems, the forward modelling error (<5FM) is inevitable. This is because no forward 
model (A ) can ever incorporate all the physics associated with the problem. During 
inversion, the forward modelling (<5FM) and the measurement errors (<5M) may be 
accounted for in the estimation stage. Non-uniqueness arises primarily due to one of the 
following four factors: (1) retrieval o f a model that may have infinite degrees of freedom
1098 B. Addepalli et al.
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from finite am ount o f data, (2) lack of inform ation -  this is especially true when solving 
an under-determined system, (3) correlation between the model parameters (m) and (4) 
distortion o f the misfit functional space due to the previously mentioned errors resulting in 
multiple optimal solutions. Non-uniqueness and nonlinear error propagation (that is 
intractable) can be accounted for during the appraisal stage. D ue to these uncertainties in 
the solution procedure, one usually defines a ‘data-fit’ or ‘model-acceptancy’ criterion (S) 
based on any prior inform ation available about the noise level (<5) [4-7]. In summary, the 
goal o f inversion is to find a set o f model parameters (mpr) that fit the observed data (dobs) 
to some prescribed level (S).
Given that the subject o f source characterization of atmospheric contam inant 
dispersion is in its infancy, researchers have examined the applicability and effectiveness 
of the various available inversion procedures to solve such problems. The solution 
methodologies used span the range of deterministic (adjoint methods), stochastic 
(simulated annealing (SA), genetic algorithms (GA), Bayesian inference using M arkov 
Chain M onte Carlo (M CM C) sampling) and ‘common-sense’ methods (collector footprint 
methods). The inverse-source problem has been solved over local [8,9], regional [10,11] and 
continental scales [12] for different model parameters (m ) using empirical, diagnostic and 
prognostic models for scalar transport as the forward operator (A). A part from  identifying 
the source parameters, inversion techniques have also been used to estimate model 
coefficients in forward operators used to characterize atmospheric dispersion [12,13]. 
Table 1 summarizes the salient features o f the inversion procedures adopted by some of the 
research groups across the world to solve the inverse-source problem.
All inversion techniques have their own merits and demerits and the approaches found 
in Table 1 are no exception. Adjoint methods, apart from requiring a good initial guess, 
also require the misfit functional to be continuous and differentiable. Hence, they are more 
likely to get trapped in local minima since inverse problems are often characterized by 
misfit functionals that have multiple critical points (maxima, minima and saddle points). 
Also, for problems that have complicated forward operators in the form of partial 
differential equations (PDEs), adjoint methods can be com putationally expensive as they 
require the forward model evaluation and the Frechet evaluation over the entire domain 
on every iteration (when Newton’s m ethod is employed, evaluation of the inverse of the 
Hessian over the entire dom ain is required). Therefore, problems that have complicated 
(non-convex) misfit functional surfaces often require stochastic search methods in order to 
distinguish the local minima from  the global minima. The com putational efficiency of 
guided-search algorithms such as SA and G A also depends on the forward operator, as 
every iteration of these algorithms requires the forward operator to be evaluated. Adjoint 
methods, SA and G A also carry the added disadvantage that they only provide a single 
model that fits the data rather than giving a set o f acceptable models. Though Bayesian 
inference techniques appear robust and give probabilistic answers, they rely heavily upon 
the m anner in which prior inform ation is included into the initial probability distribution 
[14]. The posterior distribution is then computed using M CM C sampling, which also 
requires the forward model to be evaluated on every iteration, and hence can get 
com putationally intractable in higher dimensions [3].
In this article, an approach that has the combined benefits o f stochastic search and 
gradient descent methods is presented. The workings of the proposed approach are 
explained using field experiment data (the Copenhagen tracer experiments -  TCTE) [15]. 
The objective o f conducting stochastic search is to provide the gradient optimization 
scheme a good starting solution (mSTOCH). It should be noted that the stochastic search is
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Table 1. Salient features of various inversion techniques used to solve atmospheric source characterization problems.
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not a guided-search and this ensures that the misfit functional space has been uniformly 
sampled, thereby reducing the possibility o f getting stuck in local minima. Three strategies 
for solving the inverse-source problem in general and computing the ‘data-fit’ criterion 
(ySSTOCH) for the stochastic search stage in particular are discussed. Gradient optimization 
(Newton’s method) is performed with the initial iterate provided by the stochastic search 
stage (mSTOCH). The ‘model-acceptancy’ criterion (SGD) for the gradient scheme is based 
on the L2-norm of the difference between predicted and observed data vectors in the 
iteration space. The Gaussian plume dispersion model is adopted as the forward model 
because of its theoretical and com putational simplicity. The proposed approach is used to 
retrieve the source parameters from  TCTE [15], and the results obtained are compared 
against the true parameters. The works o f [9,21] also used the Copenhagen data to 
dem onstrate quasi-Newton and Bayesian inference approaches to the inverse problem. 
The results obtained from  this work are compared to those obtained by [9,21].
A part from  the hybrid approach proposed, this article also investigates some of the 
vital aspects of the atmospheric source characterization problem when using the Gaussian 
plume model (GPM ) as the forward operator. The first feature examined is the effect o f the 
misfit functional form ulation on the accuracy and complexity of inversion. Based on this 
study, a new misfit functional that takes into account both the zero and non-zero 
measurements recorded by the receptors and improves the inversion accuracy of 
atmospheric inverse-source problems is developed and is used in the solution procedure. 
Several Quasi-M onte Carlo (QMC) point-sets are considered in the stochastic search stage 
and their performance is evaluated against the conventional M onte Carlo (MC) sampling 
using the M ersenne-Twister pseudorandom  generator. The choice of the descent methods 
(steepest descent, Newton’s and conjugate gradient methods), stabilizing functional 
(Tikhonov) and the regularization param eter (a) for gradient optim ization were also 
examined. Gradient descent methods are an attractive choice for the current problem as 
analytical expressions for the Frechet and Hessian can be pre-computed for the Gaussian 
plume equation. F o r the current inverse problem, N ew ton’s m ethod with adaptive 
regularization and quadratic line-search is implemented. Since the forward modelling and 
measurement errors for atmospheric inverse problems are usually unknown, issues 
concerning ‘model-fit’ and ‘data-fit’ are examined.
As has been the central theme of this discussion, the area of application of inversion 
techniques to atmospheric source characterization problems is in its nascency and various 
methods are being tested and their performance is being evaluated. In  the work presented 
in this article, a solution procedure different from the ones published in the literature is 
outlined. As with most o f the other inversion techniques, the speed and accuracy of the 
present solution methodology depends on the noise level (<5) in the observed data (dobs) and 
the quality o f the forward model (A). W hen properly formulated, the solution to an inverse 
problem can help identify the necessary physics that need to be incorporated into A . Thus, 
inverse problems can in-turn be used to improve the speed and accuracy of the solution to 
the forward problem by enhancing or pruning the physics in the forward model.
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In  this section, the atmospheric inverse-source problem is defined mathematically.
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2.1. The forw ard  problem
The G PM  is the simplest model that describes the dispersion of atmospheric contaminants. 
It is an analytical solution to the simplified advection-diffusion equation [19,23,24]. 
O f all the models used to characterize atmospheric dispersion, the G PM  has the 
least com putational complexity (requires minimum number of arithmetic operations). 
In emergency-response situations, the two m ost im portant factors are the speed and 
accuracy of reconstruction. The accuracy of reconstruction depends as much on the 
forward model (A ) as it does on the inversion technique. Therefore, within its range 
of applicability, the G PM  is the most desirable in such situations, due to the meagre 
cost associated with the forward model evaluation. Accordingly, the inverse-source 
problem is solved using the G PM  for continuous point-releases as the forward 
operator. The GPM  for steady, continuous and uniform wind conditions can be 
written as [23,24],
Equation (2.1) gives an estimate of the concentration (C )  at a receptor i with the 
position vectorX =  [(xR — x ;), (y R — yi), (zR — z;)], where, x S, y S, zS, and x t, y ,  z t, represent 
the source and the ith  receptor spatial coordinates, respectively. The emission rate is QS, 
and the wind speed (uS), and wind direction (0S) are assumed to be constant over the 
region of interest. The distances (xt — xS), (y  — y S), and (z, — zS) are measured in the along- 
wind, cross-wind and vertical directions with the origin of the coordinate system being the 
source location. The parameters ay and a z (Equation (2.2)) are called the Gaussian plume 
spread parameters and account for the turbulent diffusion of the plume. They are 
empirical parameters and are defined for various meteorological stability conditions. For 
the present problem, Brigg’s formulae for Pasquill C-type stability conditions were chosen 
[23,24]. These parameters, however are terrain and problem dependent and therefore for 
this work, the dimensionless empirical constants ^  and £2, which in Brigg’s formulae are 
0.22 and 0.20, were replaced by 0.12 and 0.10 for TCTE [15] as per the w ork of [9]. There 
are several other assumptions that are tacit in the Gaussian dispersion equation for which 
the reader may refer to [23,24].
It should be realized that the G PM  is not a ‘building-aware’ model, in that it does not 
account for the changes in flow and dispersion patterns caused by buildings and other 
roughness elements when estimating the concentration value at a receptor in an urban 
domain. Therefore, depending on the terrain, the G PM  may or may not be accurate in the 
near-field of a point source. In the far-field, since the plume is transported in the mesoscale 
wind direction, the constant wind direction assumption in the GPM  becomes m ore admis­
sible [25]. The solution methodology that will be developed in the subsequent sections is 
independent o f the forward model used. The solution procedure developed can be applied 
with other versions of the GPM , or forward models that solve the governing equations for
+  exp (2.1)
ay =  ^ x /V  1 +  0.0004x, az =  £2x. (2.2)
x =  ~ (yR  — yS)cos(^S) — (xr — xS)sin(^S), (2.3)
y =  - ( y R  — yS)sin(^S) +  (xr — xs)cos(6s ) (2.4)
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fluid flow and dispersion [26]. It should however be noted that depending on the forward 
model used, the performance of the proposed solution procedure will vary.
The forward problem can be defined as estimating the concentrations at the 
desired receptor locations based on the given model (source) parameters (m ) and can be 
written as
A(m) =  d. (2.5)
Here, A  is the forward modelling operator (which in this case is the GPM ), m is the set of 
model or source parameters and d  is the vector o f concentration measurements at the 
various receptor locations. For the com putation of the concentration values at any point 
downwind o f the source, the G PM  requires eight model parameters (mGPM). Hence, when 
using the GPM  as the forward model, (2.5) can be written as
A(mGPM) =  d, (2.6)
mGPM =  [ xS yS z S QS uS 0S §1 fejgx-p (2.7)
d  =  [ d1 d2 . . .  dN ]Nx1. (2.8)
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2.2. The inverse problem
The inverse problem can be defined as the solution o f the operator equation,
d  =  A (m ). (2.9)
The solution to the inverse problem requires determining such a model mpr (predicted 
model) that generates predicted data, dpr, which ‘fits-well’ the observed data dobs [1]. I f  the 
forward operator is nonlinear, the solution to the inverse problem can only be found 
iteratively. Therefore, nonlinear inverse problems are often cast as minimization or 
optimization problems as shown below:
arg(m in ||A (m pr)-dobs||2 ) . (2.10)
\  mpr /
F rom  (2.1) and (2.7), it can be deduced that when solving the source-inversion problem 
using the GPM , at most eight model parameters can be retrieved (mGPM). O f these eight 
parameters, since the source strength (QS) and the wind velocity at the source (uS) are a 
fraction of each other in the Gaussian equation (Equation (2.1)), attem pting to retrieve 
them individually can result in non-unique solutions for these parameters. Therefore, they 
were combined into a single term (QS/uS) in the present solution procedure.
The following five (mSTOCH+GD) of the eight model parameters (mGPM) (Equation 
(2.7)) in the G PM  (QS and uS combined into a single term  (QS/uS)) are retrieved in this 
work for TCTE:
mSTOCH+GD =  [x s  yS zs Q s / us 0s] Tx1. (2.11)
Hence, the inverse-source problem is a five-dimensional (5D) inverse problem. The 
rationale behind retrieving five model parameters is based on the relationship between the 
increasing nonlinearity o f inversion and the number of model parameters to be retrieved.
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W ith the GPM , if  only QS or uS are to be retrieved, the inverse problem is in fact linear 
(Equation (2.1)). Nonlinearity creeps into the G PM  from the remaining six model 
parameters. It is also well-accepted that an increase in the num ber of unknown model 
parameters leads to greater correlation between the model parameters, thereby resulting in 
non-unique solutions. The simple analytical nature of the Gaussian dispersion equation 
therefore raises the im portant question of the num ber of model parameters that one would 
w ant to retrieve (ideally eight) versus the accuracy of inversion. Non-uniqueness in inverse 
problems m ay be mitigated by including any prior inform ation (mapr) about the parameter 
values. But including prior inform ation can compromise the robustness o f the inversion 
technique as it can be inaccurate for a certain source release scenario. Hence, when using a 
simple analytic forward model such as the G PM  for inversion, the question of num ber of 
retrievable model parameters should be addressed a priori. Therefore, in this work, five 
model parameters are retrieved (Equation (2.11)). The stochastic search stage is imple­
mented with broad bounds on the model param eter values and unconstrained gradient 
optimization is performed with the initial iterate provided by the stochastic search stage.
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3. The Copenhagen tracer experiments
In this work, data from  the Copenhagen field experiments [15] is used to explain and 
validate the proposed solution procedure. The dataset used from the Copenhagen 
experiments is briefly described in this section.
As part of the Copenhagen experiment, the tracer sulphurhexafluoride (SF6) was 
released without buoyancy from  a tower of height 115m. It was collected 2-3 m  above the 
ground-level by sensors placed in three crosswind arcs positioned 2-6 km from the point of 
release. The first (Arc 1), second (Arc 2) and third (Arc 3) arcs were at radial distances of 2, 
4 and 6 km from  the source. The receptor locations and the source release location are 
shown in Figure 1. A total o f 40 tracer-samplers were used with 15 sensors placed in Arc 1, 
12 in Arc 2 and 13 in Arc 3. Three consecutive 20-min averaged tracer concentrations were 
measured, allowing for a total sampling time o f 1 h. The site was mainly residential having 
a roughness length (z0) o f 0.6 m. The experiments were conducted on different days under 
neutral and unstable meteorological stability conditions. For this work, the experiment 
conducted on 19 October 1978/1979 is considered. The experiment was conducted m id­
day, thereby resulting in unstable meteorological conditions (M onin-O bukhov length 
L  108 m, friction velocity u* ~  0 .39m s-1, inversion height ~  1120m, standard devia­
tion of the lateral and vertical velocities at the release point a v ~  0.85 m s —1 and 
a w~  0.68m s —1, stability class =  Pasquill C-type) The emission rate was 3.2 g s—1 and the 
limit o f estimation (LOE) of the sensors was 9 n g m —3. In the Copenhagen dataset [15], the 
mean value of the three consecutive 20-min averaged concentration datasets for the 
experiment conducted on 19 October is provided. In this work, this dataset is used as the 
observed data for inversion. The minimum positive concentration in the observed data 
vector from TCTE is 6 ng m —3. Therefore for inversion, the value of LOE is set to 6 ng m —3 
instead o f 9 n g m —3. The average tem perature (tS), wind speed (uS) and direction (0S) at the 
release height during the course of the experiment were tS ~  283.72K, uS ~ 4.92m s —1 and 
6S ~  308.6°. F or the validation of the proposed inversion technique, the height o f the 
sensors is considered to be 2.5 m.
It is worth noting that for the 19 October experiment, 34 out o f the 40 sensors recorded 
positive concentrations (received a hit). These have been denoted by the ‘squares’ (□ )
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Figure 1. Schematic depicting the sensor positioning and the number of non-zero (□ ) and zero (O) 
measurements recorded for TCTE on 19 October. Also shown is the plume spread predicted by the 
GPM for true source parameters (mt). ‘St’ is the true source location.
in Figure 1. As stated in Section 1, the total error that needs to be accounted for during the 
estimation stage is the sum of the following individual error components:
Estim ation error (<5E) =  forward modelling error (<5FM)
+  measurement error (<5M). (3.1)
Since the authors o f the report [15] make no mention of the uncertainties in the 
measurements, <5M is assumed to be zero (i.e. <5E =  <5FM). The rationale behind setting <5M =  0 
lies in the definition of the LOE in atmospheric source-inversion problems. For instance, 
assuming 5% noise in the observed data can result in certain non-zero measurements going 
below the LOE, thereby becoming zero. Since the locations of zero and non-zero 
measurements are o f param ount im portance for source characterization, the measure­
ments were not tampered with by assuming noise levels. In order to get a feel for <5FM when 
using the GPM , the forward problem was solved with the known source parameters, with 
£1 «  0.12 and £2 «  0.1 (from the w ork of [9]). The results obtained are shown in Figure 1. 
From  the figure it is evident that despite using the modified ay and a z values, the plume 
spread predicted by the GPM  does not m atch the experimental measurements.
The difference in the plume spread predicted by the GPM  can be attributed to the 
complexities associated with real-world flows that are incorporated into the present version 
of the GPM . Since <5E =  <5FM, and <5FM is due to the inadequacies o f the forward model and 
cannot be quantified, the inversion procedure developed (and described in subsequent 
sections) is designed to drive the forward model to m atch the zero and non-zero 
measurements recorded by the sensors. That is, the inversion procedure developed 
ensures that at the end of inversion, the plume spread predicted by the GPM  is as close 
as possible to that observed in the experiments, not in terms of magnitudes of
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concentration measurements, but in terms of the zero and non-zero measurements 
recorded by the respective sensors.
Definition 1 Whenever the predicted model parameters generate non-zero (>LOE) 
predicted data at a receptor that recorded a non-zero concentration (>LOE), or zero 
(< L O E ) predicted data at a receptor that recorded a zero concentration value (< L O E ), it 
will from  hereon be said that the predicted model parameters ‘satisfy’ the concentration 
measurement at the receptor location.
The true model parameters (mt) for TCTE are shown in Equation (3.2). The bounds of 
the model param eter space considered during inversion are shown in Equation (3.3).
mt =  [xS(m) yS(m) zS(m) Q s / us( g /m )  6s (°) ]Tx1
=  [ 0 0 115 0.65 308.6 ]Tx1, (3.2)
xs e [ - 2 0 0 0 ,8000], yS e [ - 5000,5000], zs e[0 ,200], Qs / us e [0 ,1 ], 6s 2  [0,360].
(3.3)
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4. Solution procedure
4.1. The Tikhonov param etric functional
In this work, the atmospheric inverse-source problem is solved using a com bination of 
stochastic search and regularized gradient optim ization methods. Regularization provides 
a mechanism by which any prior inform ation can be included in the inversion procedure. 
Including prior inform ation can help improve the stability of inversion. The regularized 
solution of an inverse problem can be obtained by minimizing the unconstrained 
parametric functional shown in Equation (4.1).
P(m, d, a) =  n D(A(m), d ) +  as(m), (4.1)
arg^min P(m, d, a )^ . (4.2)
In Equation (4.1), p D(A(m), d ) is the misfit functional (over the data space (D)), s(m) is 
the stabilizing functional and P(m, d, a)  is the parametric functional. The parametric 
functional is a linear com bination of the misfit and the stabilizing functionals, and the 
param eter a  is called the regularization parameter.
The role o f the misfit functional is to check if, on every step o f inversion, the 
discrepancy between the observed and the predicted data is increasing or decreasing. Since 
m ost real-life inverse problems are ill-posed, casting the inverse problem as the 
minimization of the misfit functional can result in unstable solutions. This is because 
the operator A-1 may not be continuous (may not exist) over the entire model space (M). 
The inherent ill-posedness of inverse problems can be overcome by considering a family of 
well-posed problems (d =  A a(m)) that approxim ate the original ill-posed problem 
(d  =  A(m)). The scalar param eter a  >  0 in the above expression is called the regularization 
param eter and regularization is imposed under the constraint ma !  m T; as a  !  0
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(where mT is the true solution). That is, regularization approximates the non-continuous 
operator A-1 by the family of continuous operators A-1 (d ) for different values o f a . The 
family of continuous A-1 (d ) operators that approxim ate the original non-continuous 
operator A-1 are called the regularization operators R a(R(d, a)  =  A-1 (d )). Regularization 
operators can be constructed by adding a stabilizing functional to the misfit functional. 
The task of the stabilizing functional is to help identify from  the set o f all possible models 
that fit the data, a solution that belongs to the correctness-set M C(M C c  M), such that the 
operator A-1 is continuous over M C. Form ulating an inverse problem in this manner 
converts an ill-posed problem into a ‘conditionally well-posed problem’, expressed by the 
parametric functional in Equation (4.1)
In this article, Equation (4.1) is minimized using N ew ton’s method. Gradient methods 
require the misfit functional to be convex, continuous and differentiable (C-C-D) to 
converge to the global minimum. Examining the GPM , one can recognize that the misfit 
functional generated by the GPM  (using Equation (4.4)) has multiple critical points 
(maxima, minima and saddle points). In fact, when using the GPM , the number o f maxima 
in the misfit functional space is a function of the domain size, the wind direction at the 
source (0s ) and the number of sensors (N) in the domain. This can be shown by 
considering the GPM  in Equation (2.1). For instance, if in Equations (2.1)-(2.4), x S =  x t, 
y S =  y t, and z S =  zt, then, in (2.1), C^x*, yt, z t)  =  N a N (=  0/0). If  x h y t and z h approach x S, 
y S and z S at the same rate, for some fixed 0s , the predicted concentration in (2.1) 
approaches infinity.
Thus, it is seen that when using the GPM , whenever the predicted source location is 
close to any o f the receptor locations, there is an increase in the misfit functional value. 
The presence of the various maxima in addition to the various error components (<5E and 
<5a ) results in the form ation of several critical points interspersed around the global 
minimum. Therefore, to employ gradient schemes to solve such problems, a good starting 
solution is pivotal. The starting solution needs to be in the C-C-D region surrounding the 
global minimum in the misfit functional space. F or this reason, the approach proposed in 
this article is comprised of stochastic search to provide a good initial iterate to the gradient 
descent scheme (that may be in the C-C-D region).
In order to illustrate that the proposed approach works for inverse-source problems 
with the G PM  as the forward operator, the dom ain of TCTE (Figure 1) was discretized 
and the misfit functional at every grid node was computed using Equation (4.4). This was 
done in two-dimensions (2D) by considering the x and y  coordinates o f the source (xS and 
yS) to be the unknown model parameters (m). The results obtained are shown in 
Figure 2(a) and (b). F rom  the figures it can be seen that as x S !  x t and y S !  y ;, 
|(dobs);—(dpr) i| "  (increases). This behaviour is in agreement with the previously stated 
assertion that as x S !  x t and y S !  y ;, Ci(xi, y ;, z;) =  (dpr) !  1 . From  the figures it can 
also be deduced that there exists a region in the misfit functional space in which the misfit 
functional appears to be convex and continuous, and houses the global minimum. 
The plots also shed light on the distortion o f the misfit functional by the forward 
modelling error <5FM (assuming <5M =  0). The distortion manifests itself in terms of the 
discrepancy observed in the predicted Sp (square -  ■) and the true source locations 
S t (hexagon -  ] )  as shown in Figure 2(b). However, not too many conclusions should be 
drawn from  these plots as they are in 2D. In 5D, the hyper-volume that spans the C-C-D 
region might be of different size and corrugated, due to the effects of nonlinear error 
propagation.
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Figure 2. (a) Surface of the misfit functional for TCTE, (b) 2D contour of the misfit functional for 
TCTE data with the true (St) and predicted (Sp) source locations.
4.2. The misfit functional
The definition o f the misfit functional is one o f the most im portant components o f an inverse 
problem. W hen properly formulated, it guides the inversion algorithm to the global 
minimum. Misfit functional formulation, just like the choice o f an inversion algorithm, is 
highly problem dependent. Some of the popular formulations of misfit functionals are based 
on the L r  and L2-norms of the misfit (Equations (4.3) and (4.4)), the L r  and L2-norms of 
the relative misfit, the Kullback-Leibler inform ation divergence functional (Equation (4.5)) 
and the negative Poisson log-likelihood functional (Equation (4.6)) [27,28].
ML1 (^ ( mpr), dobs) =  ||^ ( mpr) dobs^1, 4.3)
ML2 ( ^ ( mpr), dobs) =  ||^ ( mpr) ^ b s 1^ 4.4)
MKL(^(mpr), dobs) =  {^(mpr), log( ^ ( mpr)/d obs)}, 4.5)
MLHD(^(mpr), dobs) =  {^(mpr), 1  {dobs, log( ^ ( mpr))}• 4.6)
Com puting the L2-norm or the L1-norm of the misfit to determine the class of models 
(mpr) that fit the observed data (dobs) can lead to erroneous results for the atmospheric 
source-inversion problem. This is primarily because atmospheric inverse-source problems 
suffer from  sparse number o f measurements (N) in general, and very few non-zero 
measurements (Nn z ) in particular. Therefore, com putation of the L j-or L2-norms 
(Equations (4.3) and (4.4)) does not take into account the zero-measurements recorded 
by the sensors, as the m agnitude of these norms are driven only by the non-zero 
measurements. Also, since the observed and predicted data vectors in atmospheric inverse- 
source problems consist o f concentration values of varying orders o f magnitudes, the 
larger components o f the observed and predicted data vectors suppress the effect o f the 
smaller components in the computed value of the norm  of the residuals.
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To mitigate the above-mentioned problems, one can use an appropriate data- 
weighting matrix such that the significance of the individual components o f the 
predicted and observed data vectors is preserved during inversion. In this article, an 
even simpler approach (misfit functional) is proposed and is described in the following 
paragraphs.
O ur new misfit functional takes into account zero and non-zero measurements in the 
observed and predicted data vectors and treats both of them equally. The new functional 
uses the base 1 0  logarithm of the ratio o f the observed (dobs) and predicted data (dpr), and 
is shown in Equation (4.7). In Equation (4.7), !{} is the indicator function, and is defined 
in Equation (4.8). The positive constant e (e ^  LOE) accounts for the zero measurements 
and becomes insignificant for non-zero measurements. For the present work, e value was 
set to 1 0—16.




fi — [^LB—STOCH, ^UB—STOCh] 
1 , if  x e fi,
0 , if  x  /  fi.
Ifi(x) — (4.8)
The applicability of the proposed misfit functional is based on the fact that for 
inversion w ithout noise, the end result o f inversion should give predicted model 
parameters (mpr), such that for mpr« mt, ((dobs); +  e)/((dpr); +  1 ) ^ 1 ,  Vi. The bounds 
^LB—STOCH and /SUB—STOCH are the lower and upper bounds (data-fit criteria) o f the 
stochastic search stage and depend upon the noise level (<5M) in the observed data (dobs), 
the forward modelling error (<5FM) and the accuracy to which one wants to implement the 
search stage. Depending on the values o f ^LB—STOCH and ^ UB—STOCH, the search stage can 
either be com putationally exorbitant or inexpensive. Strategies to solve the inverse-source 
problem in general, and to compute the bounds ^ LB—STOCH and ^ UB—STOCH in particular 
are described in the subsequent sections.
The new misfit functional is used in the stochastic search stage to identify a good 
starting solution for the gradient descent scheme. It should be noted that the starting 
solution (mSTOCH) is a function of the values of ^ LB—STOCH and ^UB—STOCH, and the values 
of /SLB—STOCH and ^ UB—STOCH characterize the size of the hyper-volume constituting the 
C-C-D region (based on L2-norm) around the global minimum in the misfit functional 
space. Due to this, care should be taken in the selection of ^ LB—STOCH and ^UB—STOCH 
values, since large values of these parameters m ay no longer provide an initial iterate 
(mSTOCH) in the C-C-D region surrounding the global minimum for problems with misfit 
functional spaces comprising several critical points. Since gradient m ethods only work 
with continuous and differentiable misfit functionals, the conventional misfit functional 
based on L2-norm (Equation (4.4)) is used for computing the new iterates for the gradient 
scheme.
4.3. Strategies for solving the atmospheric source-inversion problem
In this section, strategies for solving the atmospheric source characterization problem in 
general and computing the bounds ^ LB—STOCH and ^UB—STOCH in particular are discussed.
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Three strategies are proposed to solve the inverse-source problem. They are described in 
the following sections:
4.3.1. Rigorous strategy
The objective of this strategy is to ‘satisfy’ (Definition 1) all the sensor measurements (N). 
This is the preferred strategy for evaluating atmospheric dispersion models (forward 
models) using field experiment data. The same approach can be adopted to solve inverse- 
source problems using the forward model (dispersion model). In  spite o f being the most 
rigorous m ethod to solve such problems, this approach cannot be implemented for all real- 
life atmospheric dispersion situations and for increasing number of sensor measurements 
(N). This is because, the effects o f myriads of real-world processes are not captured in 
totality by the existing forward dispersion models (A ) in general, and the G PM  in 
particular. Since in this article, field experiment data (TCTE) are used to retrieve the model 
parameters (mSTOCH+GD), the rigorous strategy is not adopted. However, 108 MC 
simulations (points) with the semi-rigorous strategy described in Section 4.3.2.1 and with 
ySLB-sTOCH and /SUB_STOCH values prescribed in Section 4.4 were run to illustrate that in 
spite o f running an astronomical number of M C simulations, all the sensor measurements 
for TCTE cannot be satisfied. For the final model parameters obtained (m STOCH), the 
maximum number of sensor measurements (Nmax_S) satisfied were 39 out o f the available 
40 measurements, and out o f the 108 random  samples (model param eter vectors) only four 
model parameters satisfied 39 measurements.
4.3.2. Semi-rigorous strategy
The objective of this strategy is to satisfy most, but not all the sensor measurements (N). 
The num ber of sensor measurements that should be satisfied (NS), or the percentage of the 
total num ber of measurements (N) that should be satisfied (XN =  100 x N S/N ) for the 
predicted solution to be in the vicinity of the true solution is problem-specific, and depends 
upon the number of available sensor measurements (N ), the num ber of model parameters 
to be retrieved (Nm), and the quality o f the forward model (A). While XN values close to 
100% make the stochastic search stage com putationally intensive, relaxed values of XN 
might produce initial iterates that do not belong to the C-C-D region surrounding the 
global minimum.
I t should be noted that while solving inverse-source problems, fixing values of N S 
might result in erroneous source locations. This is because the inversion algorithm might 
end up not accounting for either only the zero or non-zero measurements to satisfy the XN 
value assigned. To avoid such pitfalls, if  N NZ and N Z represent the num ber of zero and 
non-zero measurements recorded (Nn z  +  N Z =  N), it is suggested that N S should be 
divided into its individual components based on the num ber of zero (NS_Z) and non-zero 
(Ns_n z ) measurements (N S =  N S_Z +  N s_n z ) that should be satisfied. Assigning XN values 
based on the percentage of zero (XZ =  100 x NS_Z/N Z) and non-zero (XNZ =  100 x N s_n z / 
N NZ) measurements should (will) improve the accuracy of the inverse problem solution. 
Based on how the XN values are determined, the semi-rigorous strategy can be 
implemented in three ways, which are as given in the following sections.
4.3.2.1 Semi-rigorous strategy 1 (S R 1 ) .  SR1 comprises satisfying XN measurements 
without assigning individual values for XNZ and XZ. I t is the least robust o f all the
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semi-rigorous strategies and produces initial iterates in the C-C-D region only for large 
values of XN. To get an idea about the minimum XN value for the TCTE that makes the 
solution procedure fail-safe, the M C simulations used to compute Nmax-S were utilized. 
From  the simulations it was deduced that for making the stochastic search stage fail-safe 
(i.e. generate initial iterates in the C-C-D region), at least 37 sensors (92.5% of the 
observed data) had to be satisfied. To evaluate the performance of the various QMC 
point-sets, the number of M C and QM C points required for satisfying N S =  37, 38 and, 39 
sensors are compared in this article (discussed in section 5.2).
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4.3.2.2 Semi-rigorous strategy 2 (S R 2 ) .  SR2 comprises assigning individual values for 
A.nz and A.Z. F or the TCTE, based on the 108 M C simulations, the following details were 
observed: (1) if  all the zero measurements are satisfied (NS-Z =  6 ), the minimum number of 
non-zero measurements that need to be satisfied to m ake the solution procedure fail-safe is 
Ns -n z  >  27, (2) if NS-Z =  5, then N s -n z  >  31 and (3) for 1 <  N S-Z <  4, Ns -n z  >  33. These 
details are illustrated in Figure 3. The benefit o f assigning individual values for XNZ and XZ 
is that the value of N S required for identification of an initial iterate can be brought down. 
That is, if  all six zero measurements are satisfied, then the minimum number of non-zero 
measurements that need to be satisfied is 27, which makes NS >  33 (NS >  37 for SR1 for the 
solution procedure to be fail-safe). In this article, for conciseness, the results for SR2 are 
not presented.
4.3.2.3 Semi-rigorous strategy 3 (S R 3 ) .  In SR3, all non-zero measurements must be 
satisfied. The number of zero measurements that should be satisfied is problem dependent. 
The rationale behind setting XNZ =  100% is based on the idea that over-prediction 
is always better than under-prediction. Setting XNZ =  100% and XZ <  100% implies 
over-predicting the extent o f the plume spread, which implies over-predicting the
Figure 3. The number of zero (NS-Z) and non-zero (Ns-nz) measurements that should be satisfied 
to obtain initial iterates in the C-C-D region for TCTE. The details of this figure are highly problem- 
dependent. They also depend on the plume spread parameters chosen.
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source strength. This is the preferred approach in atmospheric dispersion problems as 
over-prediction implies a higher factor o f safety. F or evaluating the performance o f the 
various QMC point-sets, results for the cases when N S-Z >  1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 are reported 
(in Section 5.2).
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4.4. Computing the bounds bhB-sTocH and Pu b s Toch
The two scenarios that should be avoided when solving the inverse-source problem are:
(1 ) predicting non-zero concentrations at sensors that recorded zero measurements, 
and
(2) predicting zero concentrations at non-zero sensor locations. W henever these 
scenarios occur, the stochastic search algorithm must be able to identify them and 
reject the generated (predicted) model parameters (mpr). The two scenarios 
m entioned help com pute the bounds for the stochastic search stage. The m ethod 
for computing the bounds is described below.
Case 1
(dobs)i =  0 , (A(mpr));=  0
A t a sensor location where the observed data is zero ( < 6 ng), the predicted data can 
(ake either a zero ( < 6 ng) or a non-zero value (> 6 ng). The smallest non-zero value that 
(dpr) . can take so that the definition of LOE is preserved is 6  x  10-9g ( =  LOE (= 6 ng)). 
From  this, SLB-sTOcH can be estimated as
SLB-STOCH ^  lo g ^ e /L O E ] «  log1e[1 0 - 1 6 / 6  x 10-9] «  -7 .78 . (4.9)
Case 2
(dobs)i= 0, (A(mpr))i=  0
Predicted data values of zero can occur at receptor locations with non-zero measured 
values. If  zero concentration is predicted at the receptor that recorded the maximum 
concentration, it is m ore likely that the predicted model parameters (mpr) that generated 
the predicted data (dpr) are incorrect. The likelihood of the predicted model parameters 
being close to the true model param eter is higher if  dpr i=  0  occurs at the receptor that 
recorded the minimum concentration value. Since the noise level in the data in unknown, 
the smallest non-zero value that the observed data vector (dobs) can take is 6  ng. Hence, 
SuB-STOCH can be estimated as
S ub-stoch  »  log1e[LOE/e] «  l o g ^  x 10- 9 /10 -16] «  7.78. (4.10)
Based on the values of SLB-STOCH and SUB-STOCH derived, it can be seen that the semi- 
rigorous strategy allows for considerable over- and under-prediction of the concentrations 
at the receptors.
4.5. M C  and Q M C  sampling
QMC point-sets and M C sampling are considered in the stochastic search stage. QMC 
sampling is recommended over the conventional M C sampling as quasi-random  numbers
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were developed to fill an s-dimensional hyper-cube on [0 , 1)s more uniformly than 
pseudorandom  numbers [29]. Additionally, QMC point-sets provide the extra advantage 
of being completely deterministic. This property of QMC point-sets is highly desirable for 
atmospheric event reconstruction problems. This is because, for known receptor locations, 
stochastic algorithms developed to solve the inverse-source problem for a real city can be 
tested for a large set o f possible model param eter values, and the performance of the 
algorithm in terms of total execution time (which is equivalent to the number of forward 
model evaluations) can be determined a priori.
QM C sampling is performed using the H alton, Hammersley, Sobol, 
SpecialNeiderreiter and NeiderreiterXing point-sets [29,30], in their original and scram­
bled forms. The scrambled versions of the H alton, Hammersley, SpecialNeiderreiter, and 
NeiderreiterXing point-sets were obtained by applying Faure perm utations over the 
original set [29]. The scrambled version of the Sobol point-set was obtained by applying 
the scrambling procedure described in [31], a random  linear scramble combined with a 
random  digital shift.
F or comparing the performance of the various QMC point-sets with the M ersenne- 
Twister pseudorandom  generator, the expected number of M C points E (MC) required for 
satisfying a given set o f sensor measurements were used. The quantity E(M C) was 
computed from  the 108 M C simulations run to compute Nmax—S. Leaving the Hammersley 
point-set, the ith components o f all other QMC point-sets considered are independent of 
the number of points generated (n: n >  i). This is because, only in the Hammersley point- 
set, the first dimension is a regular one-dimensional (1D) lattice evenly distributed on the 
interval [0,1). Therefore for accurate com parison of the performance of the Hammersley 
point-set with the pseudorandom  generator, E(M C) num ber of Hammersley points were 
generated to satisfy N S =  k  measurements.
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4.6. The stabilizing functional, regularization parameter and gradient methods
The stabilizing functional s(m) in conjunction with the regularization param eter a  is used 
to construct the regularization operator Ra that converts an ill-posed problem into a 
‘conditionally-well-posed’ problem (Equation (4.1)). F or the inverse-source problem, the 
standard Tikhonov stabilizing functional was chosen as the stabilizing functional. The 
Tikhonov stabilizer is shown in Equation (4.11). The vector mapr represents some prior 
inform ation that we might have about the model parameters (m ). No prior inform ation 
was assumed in the solution procedure for the atmospheric event reconstruction problem. 
However, a modified version of the stabilizer shown in Equation (4.11) was used in the 
descent algorithm and is shown in Equation (4.12). The rationale behind using this 
stabilizer is based on the initial iterate provided by the stochastic search stage. The 
stochastic search stage was designed to provide a starting solution that belongs to the C-C- 
D  hyper-volume around the global minimum. Therefore, to ensure that the gradient 
scheme does not bounce out o f the C-C-D region, the model parameters on the current ( j ) 
and previous iterations ( j — 1) were used to stabilize the gradient scheme.
II II2s(m )=  ||m — mapr||2, (4.11)
s(m) =  | mj  — mj—1 1|2, j  =  2, 3 , . . . .  (4.12)
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The regularization param eter a  determines the relative significance of the misfit and the 
stabilizing functionals. Choosing extremely small values of a  leads to the situation where 
the inverse problem reduces to the minimization of the misfit functional, which can result 
in unstable solutions. Large values of a  correspond to the situation where the inverse 
problem is driven in the direction o f the stabilizer. Hence, accurate reconstruction requires 
optimal regularization param eter selection. Several methods have been proposed for 
optimal regularization param eter selection. Prominent among these are the M orozov 
condition [28] and the L-curve criterion [1,27,28,32]. In  this article, a more heuristic 
approach as suggested in [1] was adopted. The regularization param eter was estimated 
following Equations (4.13) and (4.14). The first iteration of the gradient scheme is run 
w ithout regularization and a 1 is calculated at the end of the iteration following Equation
(4.13). Values of a  on the subsequent iterations are computed using (4.13). In Equation
(4.14), the scalar q helps control the extent o f regularization. Lower values of q favour 
faster convergence, but can lead to instabilities in the inversion procedure. Higher values 
of q prom ote better stability, but result in m ore iterations for convergence. In  this work, 
the initial value o f q was set to 0.7  and was decreased by raising it to the power o f the 
previous iteration number ( j  — 1) as shown in Equation (4.14).
a 1 =  ||A(m1) — dobs ||2 /1| m1 — m0^ ,  (4.13)
a j  =  a 1qj—1, (0 <  q <  1), j  =  2 ,3 , . . . .  (4.14)
Following Equations (4.4) and (4.12)-(4.14), the unconstrained param etric functional 
described in Equation (4.1) can be written as
P j (mj , dobs, a j ) =  |A (m j ) — dobs 12 +  a j \m j  — m j—1j 2^. (4.15)
The param etric functional shown in Equation (4.15) is minimized using N ew ton’s 
method. To ensure convergence and to prevent overshooting o f the Newton jum p, 
quadratic line-search was implemented. F or com putational efficiency, the Hessian is 
approxim ated by calculating the residual assuming unit-step with linear line-search. 
Additional details o f the algorithm implemented can be found in [1].
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4.7. The hybrid algorithm conundrum
Hybrid algorithms are an attractive choice for solving optimization problems as they can 
help increase the speed of convergence of the algorithm. It is for this reason that they have 
been used extensively in several problems from  diverse fields and also in problems 
involving atmospheric source characterization [18,20,33]. The solution procedure 
described in this article is also a hybrid approach comprising stochastic search and 
gradient optimization, with different misfit functionals implemented in each stage. The 
stochastic search stage can be regarded as a crude maximization stage (because the 
likelihood of the initial iterate being close to the true source parameters increases with 
increasing N S values), and the gradient descent stage can be regarded as the minimization 
stage (the residual o f the observed and predicted data is minimized). The predicament 
arises when model parameters that maximize the num ber of sensors satisfied are different 
from model parameters that minimize the residual. This situation arises in real-life 
problems as the estimation error (Equation (3.1)) that needs to be accounted for is 
unknown. I f  the stochastic search stage is implemented with tight error bounds
91
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Table 2. Computed inversion model parameters for TCTE.
Model parameters Xs (m) ys (m) zs (m) Qs/us (gm 1) 9S (degrees) Ns
mt 0 0 115 0.64 308.57 _
mSTOCH —650.81 736.72 3.08 0.73 297.22 37
mSTOCH*max(Ns) 91.05 —21.44 85.97 0.86 294.63 39
mSTOCH+GD —339.78 73.6 193.42 1.06 291.73 34
(for safety), and if the model parameters obtained from this stage (m STOCH) satisfy 
Ns to c h  <  N  sensors, and if  the model parameters computed by the gradient scheme 
(mSTOCH+GD) (using mSTOCH) are closer to the true model parameters (mt), but satisfy 
lesser number of sensor measurements (NSTOCH+GD) than N STOCH, then the question of 
which model parameters to believe more emerges. That is, if  NSTOCH+GD <  NSTOCH, but 
l|mSTOCH+GD — mt|| <  ||mSTOCH — mt ||, in a real-time situation, should one go with 
mSTOCH or mSTOCH+GD? When using field experiment data to evaluate hybrid algorithms, 
since m t is known a priori, the decision is relatively easy to make. However, in real-time, 
where mt is unknown, then the question becomes: should one choose the model parameters 
that give the best ‘data-fit’ or ‘model-fit’? Therefore, in this article, when the M ersenne- 
Twister generator is used, model parameters that produce the maximum N S value, as well 
as the minimum residual, are presented (Section 5.1, Table 2).
4.8. Implementing the proposed approach
Almost all algorithms developed to solve inverse problems either have tuning parameters 
or parameters that require a good initial value or distribution. The approach proposed in 
this article is no different in that it also requires the specification of the param eter (X) for 
its successful implementation. It should be realized that one might get away by considering 
the misfit functional based on the L2-norm in the stochastic stage for some source-receptor 
configurations, and hence circumvent the need for the specification o f a X value, making 
the solution procedure free of tuning parameters (the convergence criterion for the 
L2-norm can be deduced from  the available data). However, a new misfit functional, and 
thereby the X value were introduced only to make the solution procedure fail-safe. Since 
the optimum X value is never available in real-life situations, it is recommended that the 
proposed approach be implemented with large X values (using SR1, SR2 or SR3), or, 
implemented multiple times starting with X values of 90% (for SR1: XN — 90%, for SR2: 
XNZ — XZ — 90%, for SR3: XNZ — 100% and Xz — 90%) and with increments that result in 
integer values o f NS—Nz and N S—z . When choosing the initial X value of 90% option, it is 
advantageous to note that since QM C point-sets are deterministic, the entire simulation 
need not be re-run in case X values need to be incremented. Instead, only the QM C points 
that succeed the points required for satisfying the previously rejected X value can be used 
for satisfying the current X value. Also, since atmospheric inverse-source problems always 
comprise sparse number of sensor measurements (N), the maximum number of times that 
the proposed approach needs to be run is theoretically N . To provide the reader an 
estimate for the values of N , currently, approximately 500 sensors have been placed in
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Figure 4. Convergence of Newton’s method for TCTE.
31 US cities according to the Bio-Watch program, which on an average reduces to 16 
sensors per city (N  =  16) [34].
5. Results and discussion
5.1. Final model parameters and comparison with results from the literature
The final model parameters obtained using N ew ton’s m ethod are shown in Table 2. For 
these simulations, the M ersenne-Twister generator was used in the stochastic search stage 
(the random  number seed was set equal to zero). In Table 2, mt represents the true model 
parameters from  TCTE. The parameters mSTOCH are the initial iterates obtained from the 
stochastic stage when SR1 was used with N S >  37. The parameters mSTOCH*max(Ns) 
represent the model parameters that satisfy the maximum number of sensor measurements 
(NS =  39). The final solution from  Newton’s m ethod is denoted as mSTOCH+GD. The 
convergence of Newton’s m ethod is illustrated in Figure 4. Based on the value of the norm 
of the residuals in the iteration space, as well several runs (using the M ersenne-Twister 
generator), it was found that when Newton’s m ethod converged, it converged at N S =  34, 
after about 100 iterations (Figure 4). Irrespective of the strategy (SR1, SR2 or SR3) chosen 
to identify an initial iterate, N ew ton’s m ethod always converged to the final model 
parameters given by mSTOCH+GD. This brings us to the question raised in Section 4.7 
concerning ‘model-fit’ and ‘data-fit’. F rom  the results in Table 2 it can be clearly seen that 
the solution provided by N ew ton’s m ethod results in the minimum value o f the norm  of 
the residuals, while that provided by the stochastic search results in better ‘data-fit’. The 
performance of the various QM C point-sets in terms of number of points required for 
identifying an initial iterate are discussed in the subsequent sections (Section 5.2). The 
performance of N ew ton’s m ethod in terms of number of iterations required to converge to 
the final solution depending on the strategy chosen is discussed in Section 5.3.
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Figure 5. Plume spread predicted by model parameters from inversion. The squares (□ ) and the 
circles (O) represent sensors that recorded non-zero and zero measurements. ‘St’ (hexagon -  * )  is 
the true source location in, and ‘Sp’ (cross -  x) the location predicted by Newton’s method.
The work of [9] used data from  TCTE to dem onstrate the Bayesian approach to solve 
the atmospheric inverse-source problem. The model parameters obtained from N ew ton’s 
m ethod cannot be directly compared to those obtained by [9] as [9] did not provide the 
expected values for the final model parameters. However, Figure 6  in their work shows the 
probabilistic plume spread for 95% confidence level. In Figure 5, the plume spread 
predicted by the parameters from  N ew ton’s m ethod is shown. Comparing the figures it can 
be seen that the plume spread predicted by both the approaches has the same underlying 
characteristics in terms of the zero and non-zero measurements satisfied. Comparing 
Figure 5 with Figure 1 from this work, it can be seen that the plume spread predicted by 
parameters obtained from inversion matches the plume spread observed in TCTE better 
than the plume spread predicted by the true parameters.
The work of [20] also used the Copenhagen data for inversion. They employed a 
Langevin equation-based forward model and used the dataset recorded between 12 : 13 h 
and 12: 33 h on 19 October 1978 (instead of the mean dataset, which is used in this work). 
To compare with the results o f [20], the present approach is implemented with the dataset 
adopted by [2 0 ].
F rom  Table 3 it can be seen that the predicted data from  N ew ton’s m ethod matches 26 
out o f the 27 non-zero measurements, and 6  out o f the 12 zero measurements, resulting in 
total number o f matched measurements o f 32 out o f 39. In comparison, the predictions 
from [2 0 ] m atch all the non-zero measurements, but do not m atch any of the zero 
measurements, resulting in total m atched measurements o f 27 out o f 39. Also, the values 
predicted by the present approach are closer to the observed data, than those predicted by 
[20]. The final model parameters predicted by Newton’s m ethod for the dataset between 
12: 13 h and 12 : 33 h are shown in Table 4. From  Table 4 it is seen that using this dataset 
leads to improvement in inversion accuracy.
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Table 3. Comparison of the predicted concentrations from Newton’s method with Copenhagen 



















9 1398 -1312 0 721 0
10 1404 -1214 0 135 28
11 1492 -1131 186 2271 259.4
12 1516 -1044 614 3266 896
13 1582 -964 1816 4478 2672
14 1592 -884 5455 5105 4642.9
15 1602 -798 7016 5727 6682.1
16 1703 -767 6770 5582 7161.6
17 1766 -681 5472 5077 5860.7
18 1800 -593 3806 4067 3523.4
19 1877 -485 1114 2842 1053.1
20 1921 -405 919 1969 320.4
21 2067 -371 77 1902 101.6
22 2061 -284 0 1001 22.5
23 2055 -180 0 463 0
11 2818 -2134 0 1400 53.3
12 2920 -1987 107 1579 295.3
13 3002 -1830 840 2635 1022.3
14 3075 -1704 1478 2691 2029.3
15 3204 -1629 3133 2580 2797.2
17 3380 -1367 2563 2249 2627.3
18 3448 -1231 2225 2033 1614.8
19 3518 -1093 538 1282 722.2
20 3558 -919 0 1050 194.8
21 3729 -787 0 361 33.4
22 3837 -550 0 121 0
9 4027 -3616 0 306 0
10 4283 -3447 18 788 0
11 4390 -3277 21 1087 12.4
12 4459 -3010 85 1117 97.6
13 4572 -2795 800 1552 396.8
14 4668 -2514 1502 1236 1180.5
15 4824 -2260 2035 1297 1762.0
16 5029 -2108 1112 1063 1476.7
17 5286 -1939 434 778 761.8
18 5378 -1570 53 124 129.9
19 5395 -1399 0 49 42.1
20 5375 -1139 0 109 0
21 5323 -913 0 47 0
5.2. Performance of the various Q M C point-sets in the stochastic search stage 
The performance o f the various QMC point-sets for SR1 and SR3 for the different NS 
values described in Sections 4.3.2.1 (SR1) and 4.3.2.3 (SR3) is compared against the 
M ersenne-Twister pseudorandom  generator. In the stochastic search stage, the number of
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Table 4. Computed inversion model parameters for TCTE using the dataset between 12: 13 h and 
12:33 h.
Model parameters xs (m) y s (m) zs (m) qs/us (gm 1) 9s (degrees) Ns
mt 0 0 115 0.64 308.57 -
msTOCH+GD 64.001 2.58 181.49 1.11 295.11 32
Table 5. Performance of the various original QMC point-sets with sR1.
Point-sets Ns > 37 Ns > 38 Ns > 39
E (MC) 12,633 82,102 25,000,000
O-Halton 6521 50,081 6666,989
O-Hammersley 678 17,730 4903,807
O-sobol 1649 18,761 437,165
O-splNie 24 3 7 7**** 97,632**** 1150,264
O-NieXing 10,040 159,266**** 4434,687
Table 6 . Performance of the various scrambled QMC point-sets with sR1.
Point-sets Ns > 37 Ns > 38 Ns > 39
E (MC) 12,633 82,102 25,000,000
S -Halton 797 43,565 1740,461
S -Hammersley 2047 9250 -
S-sobol 1230 23,758 1213,246
S-splNie 29,265**** 49,313 -
S -NieXing 6087 6087 2414,141
Table 7. Performance of the various original QMC point-sets with SR3.
Point-sets (Ns- nz =  34) Ns-z > 5 sN s 1 z IV 4 Ns-z > 3 Ns-z > 2 sN s 1 z IV
E (MC) 25,000,000 114,943 32,342 12,533 9371
O-Halton 6666,989 50,081 50,081**** 50,081**** 50,081****
O-Hammersley 5258,175 - 4010 678 90
O-sobol 437,165 18,761 1649 1649 1649
O-splNie 1150,264 97,632 81,072**** 10,224 10,224****
O-NieXing - 171,000**** 22,536 2240 2240
QMC points required to satisfy a given N s value (Ns =  k) was determined by the minimal 
number of points that satisfy N s >  k. The results obtained are shown in Tables 5-8.
In Tables 5-8, E(M C) stands for the expected num ber of random  samples required 
from the M ersenne-Twister generator to satisfy the given criteria. The letters O and S
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Table 8 . Performance of the various scrambled QMC point-sets with SR3.
Point-sets (NS—NZ = 34) SN S 1 Z IV 5 Ns—z > 4 3
AlZ—NS— NS—z > 2 SN S 1 Z IV
E(MC) 25,000,000 114,943 32,342 12,533 9371
S-Halton 18,025,133 188,933**** 19,841 10,961 10,961
S-Hammersley - - - 262 262
S -Sobol - 23,758 1230 1230 1230
S-SplNie - 49,313 29,265 10,609 9473****
S-NieXing 2414,141 6087 6087 4651 4651
before the various QMC point-sets are indicative of their original or scrambled nature. 
SplN ie  and N ieX ing  are abbreviations for the SpecialNiederreiter and Niederreiter 
point-sets.
Based on the results obtained for SR1 and SR3 from  Tables 5-8, the following 
conclusions can be made: (1) the QMC point-sets on average perform better then 
M ersenne-Twister generator for most o f the cases, and (2) o f all the QMC point-sets, the 
original Sobol sequence and the scrambled NiederreiterXing point-set perform better than 
the others (and the M ersenne-Twister generator).
The arguments based on which the original Sobol sequence and the scrambled 
NiederreiterXing point-set were determined to be the best o f the point-sets considered are 
as follows: (1) The Hammersley point-set is not recommended as its first dimension is the 
regular 1D lattice evenly distributed on the interval [0, 1). Therefore, based on the number 
of points generated, the Hammersley sequence changes in the first dimension. Since the 
optim um number of points that should be generated for identifying the initial iterate with 
the fewest possible points is not known a priori, the Hammersley point-set is not 
recommended. Also, if  the proposed approach is implemented with initial X =  90% option, 
and if  the X value needs to be incremented subsequently, the entire simulation should be re­
run if  the Hammersley sequence is used. (2) A part from the original Sobol and the 
scrambled NiederreiterXing point-sets, all other point-sets exceed the number of MC 
points required in at least one o f the reported results in Tables 5-8. Such results are 
indicated either by the asterisk superscript (****), or have not been reported (indicated 
b y ----- ) (whenever the num ber of QMC points required is much larger than E(MC)).
5.3. Overall performance o f  the proposed approach
The overall com putational cost and thereby the execution time of the proposed approach 
can be divided between the stochastic and gradient stages. Depending on the strategy and 
the QM C point-set chosen in the stochastic stage, the com putational costs and the 
execution times of the stochastic and the gradient stages vary. F or TCTE, N ew ton’s 
method always took less than 200 iterations irrespective of the strategy employed. The 
choice of SR1, SR2 and SR3 depends on the complexity of the problem at hand and on 
how much one is willing to expend on the stochastic search stage. To get an estimate for 
the execution time of the present approach, stochastic search was performed with the 
criteria, N S >  37. Stochastic search was performed with the M ersenne-Twister generator, 
with the random  number seed set to zero. W ith the initial iterate provided by the stochastic 
stage, 200 Newton iterations were run. The algorithm was implemented in 32-bit M atlab
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7.8.0 (R2009a) and was executed on a 64-bit Dell desktop machine running Windows 
Vista, with 8 Gb RAM , and 3.0 GHz QuadCore processor. The overall execution time was 
~3 s, with the stochastic stage taking ~2.3 s, and N ew ton’s m ethod taking ~0.7 s.
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6. Conclusions
An inversion technique comprising stochastic search and regularized gradient optimization 
to solve the atmospheric inverse-source problem is described in this article. The inverse 
problem involves retrieving the spatial coordinates, source strength and the wind speed 
and wind direction at the source, given certain receptor locations and concentration values 
at these receptor locations. The G PM  is adopted as the forward model and derivative- 
based optimization is chosen to take advantage of its simple analytical nature. The 
proposed approach is explained using the Copenhagen field experiment data. Stochastic 
search is performed over the domain of the misfit functional to identify an initial iterate for 
the gradient scheme. A new misfit functional is developed to take into account the zero 
and non-zero measurements recorded by the receptors and is used in the stochastic stage. 
It is based on the base 10 logarithm o f the ratio of the observed and predicted data and it is 
shown that the new misfit functional improves the inversion accuracy. Several QM C point- 
sets in their original and scrambled forms are considered in the stochastic stage. Their 
performance are evaluated against the M ersenne-Twister generator. QM C point-sets are 
recommended for atmospheric inverse-source problems due to their deterministic and 
superior space-filling nature. Three strategies to solve the inverse-source problem are 
proposed and are implemented in the stochastic stage. The original Sobol and the 
scrambled NiederreiterXing point-sets are found to produce the best results across all 
the test cases considered. N ew ton’s m ethod with the Tikhonov stabilizer and adaptive 
regularization with quadratic line-search is implemented in the gradient stage. The final 
solution obtained from N ew ton’s scheme is close to the true model parameters from  the 
Copenhagen data.
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CHAPTER 5
URBAN FORM OPTIMIZATION FOR 
IMPROVED AIR QUALITY 
5.1 Abstract
In the work presented, the problem of identification of urban forms th a t result in 
the lowest pollutant concentrations in an urban dom ain is referred to as the urban form 
optim ization problem (U FO P). In the solution of UFO Ps, the quick urban and industrial 
complex (QUIC) dispersion modeling system adapted to  graphics processing units (GPU) 
is adopted as the sim ulation (forward) model. Sim ulated annealing (SA) and a genetic algo­
rithm  (GA) are considered as the optim ization techniques. To dem onstrate the application 
of SA and GA in the solution of UFOPs, a simple 2 x 2 building array (eight-dimensional) 
problem is considered, where the decision variables are the spatial locations of the buildings. 
Minimizing the average and maximum concentrations a t street level were considered to  be 
the objective functions. Exhaustive search was performed (65 536 possible configurations), 
and results from SA and GA are compared against exhaustive search data. To evaluate 
the performance of SA and GA, they were run 10 000 times using exhaustive search data, 
to find the frequency w ith which they converge to  the globally optim um  solution. The 
GA converged to  the globally optim um  solution in all the simulations (100% success rate), 
while the success rate  of SA was 51.98%. The results obtained for the 2 x 2 building array 
problem indicate th a t the optim um  configurations obtained using QUIC-GPU are inline 
w ith intuition and th a t GA performs exceedingly well in the identification of optim um  
urban configurations.
5.2 Introduction
A significant fraction of the world's population lives in urban areas. In the coming years, 
continual m igration to urban areas will only see the fraction of urban populace increase. 
Since cities are regions of intense activity, are the dom inant consumer of resources, and 
m ajor producers of waste, urbanization introduces an array of environm ental challenges 
including those related to  air quality. There are two possible solutions to this problem,
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(1) design from scratch, cities th a t are environm entally sustainable (which is impractical) 
and (2) modify existing designs over tim e so th a t they eventually become environmentally 
sustainable. In the work presented, how optim ization techniques when coupled with flow 
and dispersion models can help realize either of the above two solutions is dem onstrated.
The problem of identification of urban forms th a t result in the lowest pollutant con­
centrations is referred to  as the urban form optim ization problem (UFO P). A review of 
the literature suggests th a t there have been a few studies th a t have th a t have investigated 
the effect of urban form on air pollutant concentrations. Most of these studies did not 
explicitly model the flow around individual buildings. For instance, [1] used an extremely 
crude dispersion model to  investigate the relationship between increased city sprawl and 
pollution levels in a city for a fixed population size. The work of [2] proposed a framework 
for integrating geographic information systems (GIS) da ta  with a vehicle emissions model, 
and a simple Gaussian dispersion model. [3] compared four different planning scenarios: 
compact development (high-density), m ultinodal (high-intensity development in distinctive 
clusters), corridor (growth along transport routes), and business as usual (a sprawl scenario), 
in M elbourne, Australia. They also linked a geographic based model to  a vehicle emission 
model and a simple dispersion model. From their study, they found th a t while a compact 
city produced lower emissions, the concentration levels were quite high. Of the four different 
choices they considered, the corridor city resulted in the lowest concentration values. In 
the work of [4], ozone pollution and related chemistry in three idealized cities was modeled 
using a mesoscale meteorological model w ith a more sophisticated transport model for 
dispersion. They modeled a sprawling city, a compact city, and a corridor city. They found 
th a t emissions were the highest in the corridor city, bu t concentrations were the lowest in 
the compact city and the corridor city.
The work of [5] is the only work to  have considered flow and dispersion around individual 
buildings to identify optim um  urban geometries. In their work, they used the commercial 
com putational fluid dynamics (CFD) package STAR-CD, together with the optim ization 
package DYNAMIC-Q, to  identify urban geometries th a t minimize peak pollution levels 
due to  vehicle induced emissions. W hile their solution methodology is indisputable, it has 
two serious lim itations. The lim itations are (1) the num ber of decision variables th a t can be 
considered cannot be too large due to  the com putationally intensive nature  of the forward 
model and (2) due to  the com putational cost of the forward model, one has to  resort to 
greedy algorithm s for optim ization, which may not provide accurate final solutions.
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The above discussion amply dem onstrates th a t the solution of U FO P poses several 
challenges. The most im portant of them  are (1) the com putationally intensive nature  of 
the forward model and (2) the dimensionality of the problem. A forward model m ust be 
based on the governing equations for flow and dispersion for it to  adequately capture the 
physics of the problem. Any such forward model will be com putationally intensive. The 
U FO P is high-dimensional as each urban object can have several degrees of freedom in the 
param eter space.
To counter the challenge posed by com putationally intensive nature  of forward models, 
the quick urban and industrial complex (QUIC) dispersion modeling system [6] adapted 
to graphics processing units (GPU) [7] (QUIC-GPU) is adopted as the forward model to 
solve the U FO P (simulation-based optim ization). Simulated annealing (SA) and genetic 
algorithm s (GA) are considered as the optim ization techniques to identify optim um  urban 
forms. To dem onstrate the application of QUIC-GPU, and SA and GA in the solution of 
UFOPs, a simple 2 x 2 building array (eight-dimensional) problem is considered.
5.3 Problem Definition
The problem of identification of (optimum) urban param eters (e.g., building layouts, 
meteorological variables, etc.) th a t result in the lowest pollutant concentrations is referred 
to as the urban form optim ization problem (UFO P). The solution of U FO P is comprised of 
three principal components (1) the forward prediction (simulation) model, (2) an objective 
function and (3) an optim ization technique. In this section, the choices for these components 
are described.
5.3.1 T he Forward P rob lem
Numerical modeling of flow and dispersion in urban environments for a given set of urban 
param eters is called the forward problem. The forward problem solution helps predict the 
flow and dispersion in urban domains for a given set of urban param eters. The numerical 
model used in the forward problem solution is the forward model. To solve the UFOP, a 
forward model is assumed. The accuracy of the U FO P solution therefore depends upon 
how well the forward model captures the urban flow physics.
M athem atically, the forward problem is described by (5.1). In (5.1), f  is the forward 
modeling operator, u  represents a set of urban param eters from the urban param eter space 
Q, and C is the predicted concentration data  in the urban dom ain for the given param eters 
u . In (5.1), C is the concentration da ta  space, and f  : Q ^  C. Typically, Q C M”1, where
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R is set of real numbers, and n \  represents the dimension of the param eter space. As 
mentioned in the previous section, n i can be very large for UFOPs.
f  (w) =  C ,w  e  Q ,C  e  C. (5.1)
In the present work, the quick urban and industrial complex (Q U IC ) dispersion modeling 
system [6] adapted to  graphics processing units (GPUs) (QUIC-GPU) [7] is used as the 
forward model f . QUIC consists of a diagnostic wind model (QUIC-URB), a random- 
walk dispersion model (QUIC-PLUM E), a pressure solver, and a graphical user-interface 
(QUIC-GUI). QUIC-URB computes spatially-resolved mean wind fields in urban domains. 
It is based on empirical flow param eterizations and mass conservation. The dispersion 
model QUIC-PLUM E is an unsteady urbanized random-walk model w ith a nonlocal mixing 
scheme. QUIC-PLUM E is based on the Langevin equations. Additional details about QUIC 
can be found in [6, 7].
The standard  QUIC dispersion model runs extremely fast. W hen compared to  other 
prognostic models used to sim ulate flow and dispersion in urban areas, QUIC runs two to 
three orders of m agnitude faster and produces similar results [8, 9]. However, QUIC is still 
not fast enough to  be used in the solution of UFOP, which require several thousand forward 
model evaluations. Therefore to use QUIC to  solve UFOP, it has been adapted to  G PU  to 
take advantage of the massive d a ta  parallelism afforded by these units [7].
5.3.2 T he O bjective Function
An objective function is a function used to  determ ine the optim ality of an urban form. 
An objective function (H) is a rule th a t assigns a single real num ber to every layout (w) in the 
param eter space (Q), based on the predicted concentration vector (C ). T ha t is, H  : Q ^  R 1. 
The objective function utilizes the forward model (QUIC-GPU) to determ ine the optim ality 
of an urban form. The solution of U FO P consists of determ ining the argum ents (urban 
param eters) a t which the objective function atta ins its optim um  (minimum or maximum) 
value. Typical examples of objective functions for the U FO P include the maximum and 
average concentrations a t the street level, the m ortality  rate, etc. Using the definition of the 
objective function, the U FO P is cast as an optim ization problem as shown in (5.2). In (5.2), 
wopt represents the optim um  urban form from the urban param eter space (Q) considered, 
assuming th a t the argum ents corresponding to the minimum of the objective function are 
desired.
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Uopt :=  arg min H (u ) . (5.2)
\ w£Q 1
5 .3 .3  O ptim ization  Techniques
For the UFOP, with QUIC-GPU as the forward model, analytical expressions for the 
gradient of the objective function cannot be computed. The param eter space over which 
the U FO P is solved is usually assumed to be discrete (finite). Also, w ith QUIC-GPU as the 
forward model, global convexity of the objective function over the param eter space cannot 
be shown to hold theoretically. Therefore, in solution of UFOPs, stochastic derivative-free 
optim ization techniques such as sim ulated annealing (SA) and genetic algorithm s (GA) are 
considered. SA and GA are considered as each has its own theoretical and intuitive appeal. 
A brief description of the variants of SA and GA used are given in this section.
5.3 .3 .1  S im ulated  A nn ealin g  - SA
Simulated annealing (SA) [10] is a stochastic global optim ization technique (Markov 
chain M onte Carlo [MCMC] m ethod) used to  find the argum ents a t which an objective 
function atta ins its optim um  value. SA is based on the M etropolis algorithm  [11, 12], which 
was developed to  simulate the evolution of a solid to  therm al equilibrium. SA works by 
simulating the cooling of a fictitious physical system (urban param eter space) whose energies 
correspond to  the objective function values. The analogy works because physical systems 
occupy the lowest energy states w ith very high probability when in therm al equilibrium. 
Parallels can be drawn between the physical states of a system and urban configurations, 
and energies and air-quality levels, and this gives SA its intuitive appeal. Along with the 
above-mentioned analogy, SA is also backed by the theory of Markov chains. The SA 
algorithm  is essentially a Markov chain (a sequence of random  variables indexed by time) 
with its stationary  distribution being the Boltzm ann distribution [13, 14]. Thus, SA has 
proof of convergence [13-16], which gives it its theoretical appeal.
In SA, given (starting  with) an urban configuration Ui , a new configuration Uj is 
generated using a suitable configuration-generating mechanism (rule). Assuming th a t the 
argum ents corresponding to the global minimum of the objective function H (u ) are to 
be found, the new configuration Uj is accepted if A H (u i , u j ) < 0, where A H (u i , u j ) := 
H (u j ) - H ( u i). If A H (u i , u j ) > 0, then the new configuration Uj is accepted with probabil­
ity, e x p [-A H (u i ,u j) /T i\ .  The probability e x p [-A H (u i , Uj')/Ti\ is called the Metropolis 
acceptance criterion [11-14]. The param eter Ti (Ti > 0) is an artificial tem perature 
param eter. The value of Ti determines the extent to  which one is willing to  accept pro­
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posed configurations w ith higher objective function values th an  the current configuration. 
Typically, the algorithm  is implemented by starting  with a large value of the tem perature 
param eter, and the param eter is progressively lowered. Loosely speaking, in the initial 
stages of SA, when the tem perature  param eter is large, random  search performed over the 
urban param eter space, while a t lower tem peratures, local-search is strongly favored. This 
feature of the SA algorithm  helps in the exploration of the urban param eter space and 
reduces the chances of the algorithm  getting stuck in local minima.
For inhomogeneous SA Markov chains (where tem perature  is a monotonous function of 
tim e), a tem perature  reduction schedule (along with an appropriate candidate-generating 
mechanism) th a t ensures convergence to  the global optim a w ith probability 1 is the loga­
rithmic schedule (see for example, [13, 15]). The logarithmic schedule requires the rate  of 
decrease of the tem perature  param eter Tt over tim e t  to  not be faster th an  O( 1/log(t)). 
The logarithmic schedule is however im practicable in real-life applications. Therefore, in 
practical im plem entations, conceptually simpler and more practical cooling schedules are 
used, and hence, SA only finds good solutions (which could be the globally optim um  
solution[s]). T ha t is, in practical applications of SA, the proof of convergence (which 
guarantees convergence to  the global optim a) is rendered ineffectual. In the current SA 
implem entation, a geometric cooling schedule is used for decreasing the values of the 
tem perature param eter. T ha t is, starting  w ith an initial tem perature  T0, the tem perature 
on the ith iteration is determ ined using, T  =  a %T0, where 0 < a  < 1.
5.3 .3 .2  B inary G en etic  A lgorith m  - B G A
Genetic algorithm s are based on the principles of genetics and natural evolution [17, 18]. 
In GA, the (urban) param eter space is explored by a group of chromosomes simultaneously. 
A GA is based on the survival o f the fittest principle, w ith a structured yet randomized 
information exchange between the chromosomes [17]. GAs are not random  walks (like SA), 
and therefore do not have general proofs of convergence. Despite lacking in m athem atical 
rigor, the intuitive appeal of GA is due to  two reasons (1) hum an reasonings of how the 
param eter space should be explored is encoded into the structured information exchange 
between the chromosomes and (2) investing in a group of information exchanging chromo­
somes to  explore the param eter space and identify the global optim um  seems intuitively a 
be tter option th an  banking on a single sequence of random  variables (SA Markov chain).
In the current work, a binary genetic algorithm  (BGA) is implemented. The variant 
of BGA implemented is described in [18]. In GA, the vector of decision variables to be 
optimized is referred to as a chromosome. In the BGA, a chromosome is represented as
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an encoded binary string. The num ber of bits used to  represent a decision variable as 
a binary string is user dependent. The BGA begins w ith a group of random ly generated 
chromosomes called the population. The objective function is evaluated at each chromosome 
of the population. Based on the evaluation, the chromosomes are ranked (sorted) starting  
from the best to  the worst. A fraction of the bad-perform ing chromosomes are discarded 
to enforce the survival o f the fittest principle. The fraction of the population th a t survives 
is referred to  as the survival rate. The discarded bad-perform ing chromosomes are replaced 
by offspring’s generated from the surviving chromosomes. This process is referred to as 
selection, and in the present work, selection is based on rank-weighting and single-point 
crossover. To prevent clustering of all the chromosomes near good-performing chromosomes 
(in the decision variable space), random  m utations (swapping of the bits) are introduced in 
the population. The best-perform ing chromosome is not subject to  m utation and is saved 
as an elite solution. The process is then repeated for a few iterations, and the elite solution 
is taken as the final answer.
5.4 The Eight-Dimensional Test Problem
To dem onstrate the application of SA and BGA in the solution of UFOP, a simple urban 
optim ization problem consisting of a 2 x 2 building array is considered. The schematic of 
the problem is shown in Fig. 5.1. In Fig. 5.1, four cubical buildings of dimensions 10 m x 10 
m x 10 m, num bered 1, 2, 3, and 4, are shown in the plan-view (x — y plane). The domain 
size for the test problem is 80 m x 60 m x 20 m. The two dashed lines in the domain 
indicate two line-em itters (continuous line-sources), numbered I and II. E m itter I is along 
the x -direction, and em itter II is in the y -direction. The em itters are placed 0.5 m above 
the ground level. The length of each em itter is 30 m. The two em itters divide the square 
region ABCD into four smaller square regions, A EJG , EBHJ, JH C F, and G JFD , which 
house the buildings. The wind direction for this problem is d =  270 degrees (wind coming 
from the west). For a user-specified objective function let the decision variables be the x  
and y -coordinates of the buildings (all the other param eters are assumed to  be known). 
Also for simplicity, assume th a t each building can only move four discrete grid cells from 
its initial position along the x  and y -directions w ithin the square the building is contained 
in (tha t is, building 1 cannot jum p out of G JFD ). Based on the problem formulation, the 
relatively simple-looking 2 x 2 building array problem is an eight-dimensional (8D) problem. 
T hat is because each building has two degrees of freedom in the decision variable space. 
The location of each building is identified by the unique ordered pair (x%,y%), where the
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subscript i indicates the building number, and x  and y represent the x  and y-coordinates 
of the m idpoint on the left-edge of the building in the plan view. The bounds on the 
param eter space are, x \ , x 4 £ {20 m, 21 m, 22 m, 23 m}; y 1,y 2 £  {37 m, 38 m, 39 m, 40 m}; 
x 2, x 3 £  {37 m, 38 m, 39 m, 40 m}; and y3,y 4 £ {20 m, 21 m, 22 m, 23 m}. A logarithmic 
profile is assumed for the inflow, w ith z0 =  0.1. The reference velocity was 3 m s -1 at 
a height of 10 m. Solving this U FO P for any objective using an exhaustive search would 
require 48 or 65 536 QUIC-GPU (forward model) simulations. For this problem, the current 
simulation capability of QUIC-GPU is about 7000 configurations per day, per machine. 
T hat is, even for a simple U FO P comprising the simple 2 x 2 building array, an exhaustive 
search would take approxim ately 10 days for a single objective function. Thus, it can be 
seen th a t for realistic city designs, where each urban object can have several degrees of 
freedom in the decision variable space, optim ization m ethods are the only option. For the 
8D test problem, 250 500 particles (0.5 g) were released per em itter per simulation. The 
simulations were run for 150 s, w ith a Lagrangian tim e-step of 0.1 s. The concentration 
field computed by QUIC-GPU had a grid resolution of 1 m. Minimizing the maximum and 
average concentrations at the street level (1.5 m above ground) in the region ABCD were 
chosen to  be the objective functions.
To assess the performance and the accuracy of the final solutions provided by SA and 
BGA, forward model (QUIC-GPU) simulations were run for all the 65 536 configurations. 
SA was run for 6400 iterations (forward model evaluations) (w 1/10 of the to ta l num ber 
of configurations), and the BGA was run for 100 iterations (6400 QUIC-GPU evaluations). 
SA and BGA were run 10 000 times (using the exhaustive search data) to  determ ine the 
frequency w ith which they identify the globally optim um  solution. Good im plem entations 
of SA and BGA require optim um  tuning param eter selection in these algorithms, specific to 
the problem. Table 5.1 summarizes the cooling schedule used in SA. In Table 5.1, T M, T M , 
and a M represent the initial and final tem peratures and tem perature  decrease rate  when 
the objective is to minimize the maximum concentration. The corresponding param eters 
when the objective is to minimize the average concentration are, T A , T ^ ,  and a A . In Table
5.2, the param eters chosen in the BGA for both  the objective functions are listed.
In the version of SA implemented, the following candidate-generating kernel is used for 
both  the objectives. Each component of a newly generated urban configuration (possible 
transition  of the SA Markov chain) depends on the corresponding component of the previous 
configuration and is generated independently of the other components. The 2 x 2 building 
array problem is comprised of 8 decision variables, w ith the decision variables taking values
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in finite sets of cardinality 4. Let the set corresponding to  the i th decision variable be S *, 
with S* = ( s i ,  s'2 , s*3, s \} .  Keeping the 2 x 2 array problem in mind, it is assumed th a t the 
set S* has an order, w ith s i < s%2 < S3 <  S4 (since S* C R, S * inherits the order of R). For 
every element sj of S*, the following sets (neighborhoods) are defined, N (si) =  (s4 , s 1, s2}; 
N(s*2) = ( s i , s 2, s 3}; N(s*3) = (s2 ,s3 ,s4}; and N (s4) =  {s3 ,s4 ,si} . If the current sta te  of 
the chain in the ith component is s j , then  the next sta te  s*k is generated from N ( s j ), with 
each element of N ( s j ) selected with probability 1/3. This is done for all the components to 
generate the next sta te  of the SA Markov chain. It should be noted th a t the choice of the 
candidate-generating mechanism affects the performance of the SA im plem entation.
5.5 Results and Discussion
5.5.1 M inim izing th e  M axim um  C oncentration  at S treet Level
Shown in Fig. 5.2 are the mean stream line patterns and the normalized mean concen­
tra tion  field a t street level (1.5 m above ground) for the configuration obtained for the 
2 x 2 building array problem, when the objective was to  minimize the maximum street level 
concentration (obtained from BGA and verified by exhaustive search). The normalized 
concentration field is computed as, C * := C u ref  H l / Q ,  where C*, C , uref , H , l, and Q are 
the normalized concentration, actual concentration, the reference velocity (=  10 m s-1 ), 
building height (=10 m), the to ta l em itter length (=  60 m), and the emission rate (=  1/150 
g s-1 ). From the figure it can be deduced th a t the obtained solution is very much in line with 
intuition. T hat is because one would expect the maximum concentration at the street level 
to be minimum when all the four buildings are the farthest from the em itters, as it decreases 
the retention tim e of the particles released, thereby helping in effective ventilation of the 
released contam inants. The results obtained further dem onstrate the ability of QUIC-GPU 
to produce intuitively consistent wind and concentration fields in complex urban domains 
in a m atter of few seconds.
5.5.2 M inim izing th e  Average C oncentration  at S treet Level
Shown in Fig. 5.3 are the street level mean stream line patterns and the normalized mean 
concentration field for the configuration obtained, when the objective was to minimize the 
average street level concentration. As much as a t first sight the result appears counter­
intuitive, examining the definition of the average concentration sheds light on the validity 
of the result obtained. The average concentration at the street level is com puted as the 
mean of all the concentration values a t the grid nodes a t z =  1.5 m. Intuitively, one would 
expect the best configuration when minimizing the average concentration to be similar to
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th a t obtained when minimizing the maximum concentration, th a t is, w ith all four buildings 
being farthest from the em itters. However, the result obtained suggests th a t the best 
solution when minimizing the average concentration is when buildings 2 and 3 are the 
farthest from the em itters, while buildings 1 and 4 are closest to the em itter along the 
y —axis. The difference between the solutions in Fig. 5.3b and Fig. 5.2b is th a t the regions 
(30,33] x [15,25] and (30,33] x [35,45] (where (a, b) x  (c, d) represents the Cartesian product 
across intervals (a,b), (c,d)  C R, and (a, b] denotes the set {x  : a < x  < b, x  e  R}) in 
Fig. 5.2b are occupied by buildings 4 and 1 in Fig. 5.3b. Since the version of QUIC-GPU used 
does not account for infiltration of contam inants into the buildings, the concentration values 
at grid nodes th a t lie w ithin a building are zero. And since the regions [20,23) x [15, 25], 
and [20, 23) x [35, 45] in Fig. 5.3b are upwind of buildings 4 and 1 (and also upwind of the 
em itter parallel to  the y-axis, and along wind and at considerable lateral distance from the 
em itter parallel to the x-axis), these regions are not significantly infiltrated by the particles 
released. Consequently, when computing the average concentration of the configuration in 
Fig. 5.3b, there are a greater num ber of grid nodes w ith smaller concentration values in 
comparison to the configuration in Fig. 5.2b. Therefore, the configuration in Fig. 5.3b is 
be tter than  the configuration in Fig. 5.2b, when the objective is to  minimize the average 
concentration, and this result is an artifact of the averaging procedure.
5.5 .3  Perform ance o f th e  O ptim ization  Techniques
5.5 .3 .1  Perform ance o f B G A
To evaluate the performance of BGA, it was run 10 000 times using the exhaustive search 
data  (for each objective function). The BGA converged to  the globally optim um  solution 
in all the 10 000 test runs (100% success rate), for both  the objective functions.
5.5 .3 .2  Perform ance o f SA
Shown in Figs. 5.4a and 5.4b are the frequencies w ith which the current im plem entations 
of SA converge to  the top  75 solutions (urban configurations), when the objectives are to 
minimize the maximum and average concentrations a t street level. SA always converged 
to one of these 75 solutions in the 10 000 simulations. From the figure it is seen th a t the 
success rates of SA in identifying the globally optim um  solutions are 51.98% and 52.21%, 
for the maximum and average concentrations objectives. Com paring the performance of 
BGA against SA, it is evident th a t the BGA outperform s SA in term s of identifying the 
optim um  urban configuration. Several reasons can be given to  explain this observation, the 
most im portant being ergodicity breaking of the SA Markov chain at lower tem peratures.
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T hat is, a t lower tem peratures, once the chain gets stuck in a good local optimum, it is very 
hard for the chain to  accept transitions to eventually reach the global optimum. Also, the 
population-based learning strategy, along w ith the crossover and m utation  operators, help 
GA better explore the sta te  space, and the elitism  operator ensures th a t the best solution 
throughout the iteration procedure is taken as the final solution. Finally, the performance 
of SA depends upon the choice of several param eters such as the candidate-generating 
mechanism, the cooling schedule, the length of the Markov chain, etc. And given th a t the 
necessary and sufficient conditions th a t ensure convergence to global optim a are no longer 
satisfied in practical im plem entation, one has to  contend with the good solutions provided 
by SA.
5 .5 .4  Top S ix  Solu tions
Figs. 5.5 and 5.6 show the top six configurations when the objective is to minimize the 
maximum and average street level concentrations. The configurations were sorted from the 
exhaustive search data. From the figures it is evident th a t the solutions in the vicinity 
of the global best solution differ only very slightly from the best solution in term s of 
urban geometry and are in line w ith intuition. These figures again dem onstrate the ability 
of Q U IC -G PU  in producing intuitively consistent wind and concentration fields in urban 
domains.
5.6 Summary
In the work presented, the problem of identifying urban forms th a t result in low pollution 
levels in urban domains is considered. Solution of urban form optim ization problems 
(UFOP) pose several challenges including com putationally intensive forward simulation 
models and possible high-dimensional sta te  spaces. To address the forward model complex­
ity challenge, the quick urban and industrial complex dispersion model (QUIC) adapted to 
graphics processing units (GPU) (QUIC-GPU) is used as the forward model. Through the 
current and previous works, the ability of QUIC-GPU to compute reasonably accurate flow 
and dispersion fields in urban domains extremely rapidly is dem onstrated. To tackle the 
possible high-dimensional sta te  space challenge, U FO P are cast as optim ization problems. 
Stochastic derivative-free m ethods such as sim ulated annealing (SA) and genetic algorithms 
(GA) are considered as the optim ization techniques. To dem onstrate the application of 
QUIC-GPU in conjunction w ith SA /  GA in the solution of UFOPs, a simple (eight 
dimensional) 2 x 2 building array problem, w ith 65 536 possible configurations is considered. 
An exhaustive search was performed for the test problem, and the results, and performance
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of SA and GA were compared against exhaustive search data. SA and GA were run 10 000 
times to  com pute the frequency w ith which they identify the global best configuration, which 
was ascertained from exhaustive search data. The num ber of forward model evaluations 
in SA and GA were fixed to 6400 (w 1/10 of to ta l num ber of configurations). The GA 
performed b e tte r th an  SA and converged to  the global best configuration in all the 10 000 
simulations (100% success rate).
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T a b le  5.1. Param eters in SA implemented for the 2 x 2 array problem.
Initial tem perature  (T0) T f  -  7.77 x  10- 6,T oA -  1.93 x 10-5
Final tem perature  (T f ) T f  -  1.44 x 10- 9 , T A -  2.31 x 10-8
Tem perature decrease rate  (a) a M -  0.9987, a A -  0.9989
T a b le  5.2. Param eters in the BGA implemented for the 2 x 2 
array problem.
Population size 64
N um ber of chromosomes 8
Num ber of bits to  represent chromosomes 16
Selection rate 0.5
W eighting procedure rank weighting
M utation rate 0.10
Num ber of iterations 100
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F ig u re  5.1. The 2 x 2 building array (8D) problem (figure not to  scale).
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F ig u re  5.2. Shown in (a) and (b) are the mean stream line patterns and concentration field 
at street level (z =  1.5m) for the global best configuration obtained when the objective was 
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F ig u re  5.3. Shown in (a) and (b) are the mean stream line patterns and concentration field 
at street level (z =  1.5m) for the global best configuration obtained when the objective was 
to minimize the average street level concentration.
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F ig u re  5.4. Frequency of convergence of SA to the top 75 urban configurations, when the 
objective is to  minimize street level, (a) maximum, and (b) average concentrations.
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F ig u re  5.5. Top six urban configurations when the objective is to  minimize m aximum  street 
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F ig u re  5.6. Top six urban configurations when the objective is to  minimize average street 















As much as each chapter in this dissertation is its own body of work with its own 
conclusions, this chapter summarizes the results and provides overall conclusions for the 
research performed.
The experiments conducted to be tte r understand flows in the vicinity of tall build­
ings (ta ll building street canyons) dem onstrate th a t the flow patterns in tall building 
street canyons are fundam entally different from those observed in square canyons and 
two-dimensional (2D) canyons. Among other features, tall building street canyon flows are 
characterized by strong updrafts and downdrafts. The experim ental results also illustrate 
the im portance of and the need for accounting for the sidewall motions (momentum) into 
the canyon, which is neglected in 2D simulations. The flow patterns observed were very 
unique and counterintuitive and were not reported previously in the street canyon literature. 
Additionally, the experim ental da ta  has been used to  evaluate and improve the empirical 
param eterizations in the quick urban and industrial complex (QUIC) dispersion modeling 
system.
C hapter 4 concentrates on the development of efficient and robust atm ospheric event re­
construction tools. An atm ospheric event reconstruction tool is comprised of three principal 
components: (1) a forward prediction model, (2) the objective function formulation, and (3) 
the optim ization m ethod. Different forward models, objective functions, and optim ization 
techniques can be used in the solution of source characterization problems. The choices for 
these components determ ine the overall accuracy and speed of reconstruction. In general, 
there exist a suite of m ethods to  solve inverse problems. However, there is no single-best 
technique to  solve every inverse problem. Each technique is tailored to  a particular type 
of inverse problem. In C hapter 4, the effect of the objective function form ulation on the 
accuracy and complexity of inversion is examined. Based on this study, a new objective 
function th a t can be tte r handle the zero and nonzero m easurem ents recorded by atm ospheric 
sensors and th a t accounts for the exponential decay nature  of scalar mixing is developed. It 
is shown th a t choosing the optim ization technique based on the forward model employed can
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help improve the efficiency of event reconstruction tools. To further this assertion, a source 
inversion problem is considered, and the Gaussian plume model is used as the forward model. 
Since analytical expressions for the Frechet and Hessian for the Gaussian model can be 
precom puted, gradient-based optim ization is used. The results obtained indicate significant 
improvements in the speed of inversion, in comparison to  other techniques employed in the 
literature for the same problem.
In C hapter 5, the problem of identifying urban forms th a t result in the best environmen­
tal conditions in an urban domain is considered. The utility  of the urban form optim ization 
tool developed through the current work cannot be overemphasized. Engineers, urban 
planners, and decision-makers will be the end-users of this tool. The knowledge gained 
using the tool will help address sustainability issues with new urban designs, which could 
potentially impact the quality of life of millions of people living in urban areas.
